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ABSTRACT
Using radial-velocity data from the Habitable-zone Planet Finder, we have measured the mass of the Neptune-
sized planet K2-25b, as well as the obliquity of its M4.5-dwarf host star in the 600-800MYr Hyades cluster.
This is one of the youngest planetary systems for which both of these quantities have been measured, and one
of the very few M dwarfs with a measured obliquity. Based on a joint analysis of the radial velocity data, time-
series photometry from the K2 mission, and new transit light curves obtained with diffuser-assisted photometry,
the planet’s radius and mass are 3.44±0.12R⊕ and 24.5+5.7−5.2 M⊕. These properties are compatible with a rocky
core enshrouded by a thin hydrogen-helium atmosphere (5% by mass). We measure an orbital eccentricity of
e = 0.43± 0.05. The sky-projected stellar obliquity is λ = 3± 16◦, compatible with spin-orbit alignment, in
contrast to other "hot Neptunes" that have been studied around older stars.
Keywords: Exoplanets, Transits, Rossiter-McLaughlin Effect, Radial Velocities
1. INTRODUCTION
The observed orbital properties of planetary systems are
influenced both by the formation process as well as subse-
quent dynamical interactions that can take place after planets
are formed. Dynamical interactions over billions of years can
gstefansson@astro.princeton.edu
modify or even rearrange planetary orbits, making it difficult
to learn about the initial conditions. Young systems have had
less time to evolve, and their orbital properties may provide a
clearer view of the early stages of planet formation. As such,
young systems are valuable benchmarks for testing models
of planet formation and evolution.
The K2 mission (Howell et al. 2014) enabled the detec-
tion of many planets in young associations and clusters, in-
cluding a number of planets discovered by The Zodical Ex-
ar
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oplanets In Time (ZEIT) project (e.g., Mann et al. 2016a,b,
2017), and the four newborn transiting planets around V1298
Tau (David et al. 2019). The ongoing Transiting Exoplanet
Survey Satellite (TESS) mission (Ricker et al. 2014) is also
observing young stars, and has led to the discovery of the
45 Myr old Neptune-sized planet DS Tuc Ab (Newton et al.
2019; Benatti et al. 2019), and the 22 MYr old Neptune or-
biting the pre-main-sequence star AU Microscopii (AU Mic)
(Plavchan et al. 2020). Follow-up spectroscopic observations
of both DS Tuc Ab (Zhou et al. 2019; Montet et al. 2019), and
AU Mic b (Addison et al. 2020; Hirano et al. 2010; Palle et al.
2020) have revealed that both stars have low obliquities—the
angle between its rotation axis and the planet’s orbital axis.
This is interesting because close-orbiting Neptunes around
older stars seem to have a broad range of obliquities (e.g.,
Winn et al. 2010b; Bourrier et al. 2018b), although the num-
ber of measurements is still quite limited.
Both the stellar obliquity and orbital eccentricity are clues
about the formation and subsequent dynamical history of
planetary systems. For example, based on direct imaging
data, Bowler et al. (2019) reported a difference in the ec-
centricity distributions of planets and brown dwarfs, evi-
dence that these objects form in different ways. Planets
are expected to form on circular and coplanar orbits within
protoplanetary disks, although can develop non-zero eccen-
tricities via planet/planet interactions (Rasio & Ford 1996),
secular von Zeipel-Lidov-Kozai cycles (Naoz 2016; Ito &
Ohtsuka 2019), planet-disk interactions (Goldreich & Sari
2003), or other dynamical processes. The same dynamical
processes can also alter orbital inclinations of planetary or-
bits, changing the obliquity of the star (Winn & Fabrycky
2015). In particular, von Zeipel-Kozai-Lidov cycles com-
bined with tidal friction (Fabrycky & Tremaine 2007) can
leave a planet stranded on a polar orbit (e.g., GJ 436b; Bour-
rier et al. 2018b) or even a retrograde orbit (e.g., HAT-P-
7b; Winn et al. 2009). Obliquities can be measured by ex-
ploiting the Rossiter-McLaughlin (RM) effect, the alteration
of the star’s absorption line profiles during a planetary tran-
sit, which is often manifested as a radial-velocity anomaly
(Rossiter 1924; McLaughlin 1924).
Although hundreds of obliquities have been measured with
the RM effect, the current list includes only three M dwarfs:
GJ 436 (Bourrier et al. 2018a), TRAPPIST-1 (Hirano et al.
2020a), and AU Mic (Addison et al. 2020; Hirano et al.
2020b; Palle et al. 2020). The obliquity of GJ 436b was found
to be λ = 72+33◦−24 , suggesting a strong misalignment, and AU
Mic was found to be well-aligned with the equator of its host
star. For TRAPPIST-1, the current data are compatible with
a low obliquity but with large uncertainties. RM measure-
ments of M dwarfs have been limited as they tend to be op-
tically faint, hindering the detection of the RM effect. If we
could expand the sample of M-dwarfs with measured obliq-
uities, we might be able to gain clues about the dynamical
histories of late-type stars with close-in Neptune and Jupiter
mass planets.
This paper reports on a suite of follow-up observations of
K2-25, a young M4.5 dwarf in the Hyades with a close-
orbiting and transiting Neptune-sized planet. The new data
allow us to measure the planet’s mass and the star’s obliquity.
Section 2 introduces the K2-25 system. Section 3 presents
the new photometric and spectroscopic observations. Section
4 describes the data reduction. Section 5 presents an updated
determination of the stellar parameters, along with new esti-
mates of the projected rotation velocity, rotation period, and
stellar inclination with respect to the line of sight. Section
6 presents a joint analysis of the photometric and spectro-
scopic data and provides the results for the planet’s mass and
other system parameters. Section 7 focuses on the RM effect.
All of the results are discussed in Section 8, along with the
feasibility of future observations of the planet’s transmission
spectrum. We conclude with a summary of our key findings
in Section 9.
2. THE K2-25 SYSTEM
K2-25b was originally discovered by Mann et al. (2016a)
and David et al. (2016) in data from the Kepler spacecraft
as part of the K2 mission. K2-25b is a Neptune-sized planet
(R∼ 3.5R⊕) in a P = 3.5day orbit around its M4.5 dwarf host
star in the Hyades. With its large transit depth of 1.1% and
its brightness at near-infrared (NIR) wavelengths (J = 11.3),
K2-25b has been discussed (see e.g., Mann et al. 2016a;
David et al. 2016) as a prime candidate for atmospheric char-
acterization in the future with JWST, ARIEL (Tinetti et al.
2016), and large ground-based observatories. In addition,
due to its large transit depth and the rapid stellar rotation
(P = 1.878days), K2-25b has an estimated RM effect am-
plitude of ∼ 60 − 70m/s, making the Rossiter-McLaughlin
effect detectable with high precision radial velocities in the
NIR. Further, planets with well-constrained ages are scarce,
making the determination of K2-25b’s 3D orbit valuable
for constraining theories of planet formation and migration
mechanisms that aim to explain planetary and orbital param-
eters as a function of age.
Recently, two groups discussed additional transit follow-
up observations of K2-25b. Thao et al. (2020) study the tran-
sit depth of K2-25b as a function of wavelength using pho-
tometric observations at different wavelengths from K2, the
MEarth Observatories (Irwin et al. 2015), and the Las Cum-
bres Global Telescope Network (LCOGT) in the optical, and
from the Spitzer Telescope in the NIR, and find no significant
evidence of changes in transit depth as a function of wave-
length. To explain the flat broadband transmission spectrum,
they favor a scenario where K2-25b has a cloudy atmosphere
using a predicted mass from exoplanet mass-radius relations.
Although K2-25 could have a cloudy atmosphere, we show
in this paper that the apparent flat broad-band transmission
spectrum of K2-25b could also be partially explained by the
larger as-observed mass of K2-25b than the mass assumed in
Thao et al. (2020).
Kain et al. (2019) performed long-term photometric moni-
toring of K2-25 using the MEarth Observatories (Irwin et al.
2015), to monitor the activity of the star, and to look for
evidence of transiting timing variations (TTVs) in the tran-
sits of K2-25b, which could be suggestive of an additional
planet orbiting in the system. They show that the photomet-
ric variability of the star was significantly smaller between
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2016-2018 than what K2 observed in its 71 day observing
window in 2015. Kain et al. (2019) do not identify any def-
inite starspot-crossing events in their transit data, although
a few of their transits could contain tentative evidence for
such events. They further searched for TTVs in the system
from the additional transits, and find no evidence of signifi-
cant TTVs, placing constraints on planetary companions or-
biting close to mean-motion resonances of K2-25b’s orbit.
This agrees with the transit observations presented in this
work.
3. OBSERVATIONS
3.1. ARCTIC
We obtained five transits of K2-25b using the Astrophysi-
cal Research Consortium Telescope Imaging Camera (ARC-
TIC) imager (Huehnerhoff et al. 2016) on the 3.5m As-
trophysical Research Consortium (ARC) 3.5m Telescope
at Apache Point Observatory (APO) on the nights of UT
20170917, 20190104, 20190118, 20190125, and 20190201.
All of the transit observations were performed with the En-
gineered Diffuser available on ARCTIC, which we designed
specifically to enable very high-precision photometric obser-
vations (see e.g., Stefansson et al. 2017, 2018a,b, 2020). We
used the SDSS i′ filter except on the night of 20190118, when
we used the SDSS z′ filter without the diffuser to minimize
background Moon contamination that night. Only data from
the egress from this night were usable due to the moon con-
tamination. The observations were performed in the quad-
readout and 4× 4 binning mode, resulting in a readout time
of 2.7s. The first transit was observed with an exposure time
of 20s, and the rest of the transits with an exposure time of
30s. In this binning mode ARCTIC has a gain of 2.0e/ADU,
and a plate scale of 0.44 ′′/pixel. Table 1 further summarizes
the observations.
3.2. Half Degree Imager
We observed four transits of K2-25b using the Half-Degree
Imager (HDI; Deliyannis 2013) at the WIYN 0.9m Tele-
scope at Kitt Peak National Observatory on the nights of UT
20180207, 20180221, 20181214, and 20181221. HDI has
a 4096× 4096pixel back-illuminated CCD from e2v, cover-
ing a 29.2′× 29.2′ Field-of-View (FOV) at a plate scale of
0.425 ′′/pixel, with a gain of 1.3e/ADU in the 1×1 binning
mode. The observations were performed as part of commis-
sioning observations of the newly installed Engineered Dif-
fuser for the telescope, which is now available for high pre-
cision photometric observations. The Engineered Diffuser
on HDI uses the same custom-optimized top-hat Engineered
Diffuser pattern as we developed for the ARC 3.5m Tele-
scope with a diffuser opening angle of θ = 0.34◦ (Stefansson
et al. 2017). The diffuser is placed in a filter wheel holder
in the dual filter wheel 45mm away from the focal plane,
resulting in a stabilized Point Spread Function (PSF) with a
Full-Width-at-Half-Maximum (FWHM) of 7.6 ′′. The size of
the diffuser is 50.8× 50.8mm and vignettes the field to an
effective FOV of ∼ 20′× 20′, still allowing for a number of
available reference stars in the field.
Table 1 summarizes the observations, and lists the num-
ber of reference stars and exposure time used. All of the
observations were performed in the SDSS z′ filter using the
1× 1 binning mode. The first three observations were per-
formed with the Engineered Diffuser with an exposure time
of 120s. The diffuser was not used on the night of 20181221
due to the high degree of Moon contamination (Moon was
∼97% full and at a separation of ∼ 6◦ from the target). Fur-
ther, during this night, we experienced issues with the cam-
era shutter causing the shutter to be stuck for a periods of
time which led to gaps in the datastream seen in Figure 2g.
As the observations on that night were performed close to in-
focus, the exposure time used was scaled down to 30s to min-
imize risk of saturation. Two different readout modes were
used for the observations: a quad readout mode, and a single-
amplifier readout mode, with readout times of 11s and 37s,
respectively. The observations on the nights of 20180207 and
20181221 used the single amplifier readout mode, with the
quad readout mode used for the other two.
3.3. Habitable-zone Planet Finder
We obtained precision NIR RVs of K2-25 with the
Habitable-zone Planet Finder (HPF) (Mahadevan et al. 2012,
2014) with the twofold goal to constrain the mass of K2-25b
and to constrain the obliquity of the host star. HPF is a high
resolution (R ∼ 55,000) NIR fiber-fed spectrograph on the
10m Hobby-Eberly Telescope (HET) at McDonald Observa-
tory in Texas. HPF is actively temperature stabilized to the
milli-Kelvin level to enable precision radial velocities in the
NIR (Hearty et al. 2014; Stefansson et al. 2016). The HET is
a fully queue-scheduled telescope with all observations exe-
cuted in a queue by the HET resident astronomers (Shetrone
et al. 2007). HPF has a NIR laser-frequency comb (LFC) cal-
ibrator which has been shown to enable ∼ 20cm s−1 calibra-
tion precision and 1.5m s−1 RV precision on-sky on the bright
and stable M-dwarf Barnard’s Star (Metcalf et al. 2019).
In total, we obtained 105 spectra in 34 different visits with
HPF. We removed 16 spectra after performing a S/N > 25
quality cut (S/N per pixel); these spectra were adversely af-
fected by weather and deemed to be too low S/N. The median
S/N of the 89 remaining spectra was 45, which were obtained
in 32 different HET visits/tracks1.
For the out-of-transit observations, we obtained 69 spectra
of K2-25b, in 32 different tracks with HPF with a median
S/N of 52 and median RV errorbar of 42m/s. For most of
the spectra (58 in total) the exposure time was 969− 1160s,
with two spectra obtained per HET visit. In addition to these
spectra, we also use 11 spectra which were obtained during
the out-of-transit baseline for the three transit observations
described below. These spectra had an exposure time of 309s
and a median S/N of 32. To simplify the analysis and obtain
the highest precision errorbar per RV visit, we performed a
weighted average of the RVs of the out-of-transit RVs fol-
lowing the methodology described in Metcalf et al. (2019);
Stefansson et al. (2020). The final RVs used for the out-of-
1 The unique design of the HET only enables acquisition of K2-25 during
a discrete East or West track with a ∼1 hour maximum track duration.
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transit modeling are shown in Table C3 in the Appendix.
To constrain the obliquity of the K2-25b system, we ob-
tained spectra of K2-25 during three transits of K2-25b on
the nights of 20181221 UT, 20181228 UT, and 20190104
UT. We used an exposure time of 309s, corresponding to
29 up-the-ramp reads on the HPF Hawaii-2RG NIR detec-
tor, to obtain the required time resolution to resolve the RM
waveform. Overall, we obtained 11, 11, and 9 spectra in the
three different visits, respectively. The three sets of spectra
had a median S/N of 33, 36, and 35 (per extracted 1D pixel),
and median RV errors of 85m/s, 72m/s, and 74m/s, respec-
tively. Out of these 31 spectra, 20 spectra were in transit and
11 out-of-transit. The S/N of the first night (20181221 UT),
was the lowest as the Moon was ∼97% full and only ∼6◦
away from the target during the observations. Making the
S/N > 25 quality cut described above removed one out-of-
transit baseline spectrum that was observed at the edge of
the available HET track during the transit on 20190104 UT.
Table 1 further summarizes the in-transit observations. The
final RVs used for the in-transit modeling are shown in Table
C4 in the Appendix.
Following our observational setup described in Stefansson
et al. (2020), due to the faintness of the target (J = 11.3), we
elected to not have the HPF LFC on for any of the observa-
tions described, to minimize the risk that the bright LFC lines
would contaminate the stellar spectrum. This does not signif-
icantly impact the drift correction for this target, as the drift
of HPF is linear during a night (amplitude of ∼10m/s), and
is well traced and calibrated to< 1m/s RV precision by daily
HPF calibrations and a linear drift model as has been detailed
in Stefansson et al. (2020). For all of the observations above,
the HPF sky fiber was used to subtract any Moon and/or other
sources of background light contamination.
Table 1. Summary of transit observations analyzed in this work. The aperture setting column lists the aperture setting in pixels
used to extract the photometry in AstroImageJ (Collins et al. 2017), showing the radius of the photometric aperture, and the radius
of the inner and outer background annulli, respectively. The Airmass Range column shows the airmass range of the observations
from high to low airmass. The observations on UT 20181221 and UT 20190118 were not performed with the diffuser due to the
large Moon contamination on those nights.
Date Instrument Filter/Bandpass Exposure Time Diffuser Airmass Range # Ref. Stars Aperture setting
(UT) (s) (pixels)
Photometric Transit Observations:
20180207 HDI SDSS z’ 120 Yes 2.10, 1.16 9 21, 40, 60
20180221 HDI SDSS z’ 120 Yes 1.84, 1.09 12 21, 40, 60
20181214 HDI SDSS z’ 120 Yes 1.70, 1.04 7 22, 39, 59
20181221 HDI SDSS z’ 30 No 1.37, 1.08 6 9, 16, 24
20170917 ARCTIC SDSS i’ 20 Yes 1.68, 1.09 8 14, 35, 50
20190104 ARCTIC SDSS i’ 30 Yes 1.41, 1.06 3 16, 28, 42
20190118 ARCTIC SDSS z’ 30 No 1.23, 1.10 6 16, 50, 70
20190125 ARCTIC SDSS i’ 30 Yes 1.34, 1.05 13 19, 30, 45
20190201 ARCTIC SDSS i’ 30 Yes 1.11, 1.04 8 16, 28, 42
Spectroscopic Transit Observations:
20181221 HPF 820-1280nm 300 - 1.37, 1.17 - -
20181228 HPF 820-1280nm 300 - 1.36, 1.17 - -
20190104 HPF 820-1280nm 300 - 1.34, 1.18 - -
4. DATA REDUCTION
4.1. Photometric Observations
We reduced the photometry using AstroImageJ (Collins
et al. 2017), following a similar methodology as in Stefans-
son et al. (2017) and Stefansson et al. (2018a). In short,
we experimented using a number of different aperture set-
tings, varying the radii of the software aperture, and inner,
and outer background annulli, selecting the aperture setting
that resulted in the minimum RMS scatter in the resulting
photometry. Table 1 summarizes the aperture setting used
for each observation in pixels that led to the lowest pho-
tometric noise in the light curve. We add the scintillation
error bar estimates to the photometric error bars estimated
by AstroImageJ following the methodology in Stefansson
et al. (2017). The individual exposures were calibrated us-
ing standard median bias, dark, and flat field procedures in
AstroImageJ following Stefansson et al. (2017). The me-
dian bias, dark, and flat-field exposures were taken at the
beginning or end of each night of observation. We converted
the timestamps of the ground-based observations to Barycen-
tric Julian Date time (BJDTDB) using the Python package
barycorrpy (Kanodia & Wright 2018), which uses the
barycentric correction algorithm from Wright & Eastman
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(2014).
K2-25b was observed by the K2 mission as part of Cam-
paign 4 in long-cadence (30min exposures) mode, from
February 8, 2015 to April 20th 2015, resulting in 71 days
of continuous photometric observations. We use the light
curve from the Everest pipeline (Luger et al. 2016), which
is capable of correcting the periodic correlated errors in the
K2 data due to imperfect pointing of the spacecraft. The
corrected Everest light curve improved the 6hour CDPP
standard deviation of the raw K2 long-cadence data of K2-25
from 432ppm to 295ppm.
4.2. Spectroscopic Observations
The HPF 1D spectra were reduced and extracted with the
custom HPF data-extraction pipeline following the proce-
dures outlined in Ninan et al. (2018), Kaplan et al. (2018),
and Metcalf et al. (2019). For the RV extractions, we used
the Spectrum Radial Velocity Analyzer (SERVAL) which
we have adapted for use for the HPF spectra, following the
methodology described in Metcalf et al. (2019) and Stefans-
son et al. (2020). In short, SERVAL uses the template-
matching method to measure the radial velocities (see e.g.,
Anglada-Escudé & Butler 2012; Zechmeister et al. 2018).
We extracted the HPF RVs using the 8 orders with the least
telluric contamination in the HPF bandpass (orders cover-
ing the wavelength regions from 8540-8890Å, and 9940-
10760Å). Although we plan to include more orders in the
RV extraction to potentially enable even high RV precision,
we elected using only these 8 orders that we have extensively
tested to produce reliable RVs with HPF. We subtracted the
estimated sky-background from the stellar spectrum using
the dedicated HPF sky fiber. Following the methodology de-
scribed in Metcalf et al. (2019), we explicitly masked out
telluric lines and sky-emission lines to minimize their im-
pact on the RV determination. To minimize the impact of the
asymmetric spectral-line variations seen during the RM ef-
fect, we generated the master RV template to extract the RV
using only out-of-transit spectra. As described in Subsection
3.3, this resulted in 40 spectra after a quality cut of S/N > 25
used to generate the master RV template.
We calculated the RVs in two steps. First, to generate a
first-pass master template, we ignored any possible plane-
tary induced RVs and coadded the out-of-transit spectra (after
barycentric correction) using the SERVAL template creation
functionality, which we then used to derive a first set of RVs.
We then used this first set of RVs to further align the out-
of-transit spectra to create a second-pass RV template, and
re-extracted RVs using this more refined template. The out-
of-transit RVs used for the mass determination of K2-25b are
shown in Table C3 in the Appendix, and the in-transit RVs
are shown in Table C4.
5. STELLAR PARAMETERS
The stellar parameters used in this work are summarized in
Table 2, and are broadly adopted from the values presented
in Mann et al. (2016a) and Thao et al. (2020). Thao et al.
(2020) estimate their stellar parameters (including the stellar
radius and mass) using the empirically calibrated relations
of Mann et al. (2015) and Mann et al. (2019). As an addi-
tional test of these parameters, we performed an independent
SED and isochrone fit using the EXOFASTv2 package (East-
man 2017; Eastman et al. 2019) placing informative Gaus-
sian priors on the known metallicity ([Fe/H] = 0.15± 0.03)
and age Age = 730± 50Myr of the star derived from its
Hyades cluster membership (Mann et al. 2016a), along with
its known distance from Gaia. The values we obtained are
in good agreement with the values from Thao et al. (2020)—
in particular obtaining a fully consistent stellar density value
from the stellar mass and radius (we obtain a density of
ρ = 14.7±1.2g cm−3, and they obtain ρ = 14.7±1.5g cm−3),
which carries important information on the eccentricity of
the planet via the photoeccentric effect (see e.g., Dawson &
Johnson 2012). We elected to incorporate the values from
Thao et al. (2020) for our analysis, as they are derived from
precise empirically calibrated relations, rather than through
model-dependent SED and isochrone fitting. We note that
with an effective temperature of Teff = 3207K and radius of
R = 0.29R⊕, K2-25 lies at the higher radius end of the radius
discontinuity for low-mass M-dwarfs in Rabus et al. (2019),
which they observe for M-dwarfs with effective temperatures
between 3200K and 3300K. This radius discontinuity has
been interpreted as the boundary between partially convec-
tive and fully-convective M-dwarfs, and as K2-25 is observed
to be just above the radius discontinuity, suggests that K2-25
is potentially partially convective and just at the onset of be-
ing a fully-convective star. Our estimate of the stellar rotation
period, projected rotational velocity, and stellar inclination
are discussed in the next two subsections.
Table 2. Summary of stellar parameters used in this work.
Parameter Description Value Reference
Main identifiers:
EPIC - 210490365 Huber
Stellar magnitudes:
B APASS Johnson B mag 17.449± 0.144 APASS
V APASS Johnson V mag 15.891± 0.180 APASS
g′ APASS Sloan g′ mag 16.567± 0.018 APASS
r′ APASS Sloan r′ mag 15.300± 0.183 APASS
i′ APASS Sloan i′ mag 13.698± 0.206 APASS
Kepler-mag Kepler magnitude 14.528 Huber
J 2MASS J mag 11.303± 0.021 2MASS
H 2MASS H mag 10.732± 0.020 2MASS
KS 2MASS KS mag 10.444± 0.019 2MASS
WISE1 WISE1 mag 10.275± 0.024 WISE
WISE2 WISE2 mag 10.086± 0.020 WISE
WISE3 WISE3 mag 9.936± 0.057 WISE
Stellar Parameters:
M∗ Mass in M 0.2634± 0.0077 Thao et al. (2020)
R∗ Radius in R 0.2932± 0.0093 Thao et al. (2020)
ρ∗ Density in g cm−3 14.7± 1.5 Thao et al. (2020)
log(g) Surface gravity in cgs units 4.944± 0.031 Derived from M & R
Teff Effective temperature in K 3207± 58 Thao et al. (2020)
Table 2 continued
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Table 2 (continued)
Parameter Description Value Reference
[Fe/H] Metallicity in dex 0.15± 0.03 Mann et al. (2016a)
Age Age in Gyrs 0.730+0.050−0.052 Mann et al. (2016a)
L∗ Luminosity in L 0.00816± 0.00029 Thao et al. (2020)
d Distance in pc 45.01+0.16−0.17 Gaia
pi Parallax in mas 22.218+0.081−0.083 Gaia
Prot Rotational period in days 1.878± 0.005 This work
v sin i∗ Stellar rotational
velocity in km s−1
8.8± 0.6 This work
i∗ Stellar inclination 90± 12◦ This work
References are: Huber (Huber et al. 2016), Lepine (Lépine & Shara 2005), Reid (Reid et al.
2004), Gaia (Gaia Collaboration 2018), APASS (Henden et al. 2015), UCAC2 (Zacharias et al.
2004), 2MASS (Cutri et al. 2003), WISE (Cutri & et al. 2014).
5.1. Rotation Period
The K2 data of K2-25b is modulated at the 1% level, sug-
gestive of starspots and/or active regions that rotate in and
out-of-view with the rotation period of the star. We indepen-
dently measure the rotation period of K2-25b following the
methodology in Stefansson et al. (2020). In short, we model
the stellar active regions using a quasi-periodic Gaussian Pro-
cess (GP) as quasi-periodic GP kernels have been shown to
yield reliable stellar rotation rates (Angus et al. 2018). For
computational efficiency, we adopt the quasi-periodic kernel
from the celerite package (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2017)
as implemented in juliet. The form of this kernel is fur-
ther discussed in Section 6.1. To estimate the rotation pe-
riod, we removed points in a 2x transit window around the
expected transit times, and fit the resulting photometry us-
ing the celerite quasi-periodic GP kernel (see Foreman-
Mackey et al. 2017, and Equation 3 in Subsection 6.1). We
placed non-informative priors on the GP period, amplitude
and GP decay timescale parameters.
Figure 1 shows the resulting posteriors of the GP period
hyperparameter along with the phase-folded photometry us-
ing our best-fit rotation period of Prot = 1.878± 0.005days.
In the phase-folded photometry, we see that the photomet-
ric modulation remains relatively stable throughout the 71
days of K2 dataset, with a slight evolution observed. From
Figure 1 we also see evidence of flares. Our period esti-
mate agrees well with the rotation period reported in Mann
et al. (2016a) of Prot = 1.881± 0.021days estimated using
an Autocorrelation-Function method, and Dmitrienko & Sa-
vanov (2017) of Prot = 1.878±0.030days from power-spectra
analysis. The top panel in Figure 2 in Section 6 shows the
modulation in the K2 photometry as a function of time for
the full 71 day baseline.
5.2. Projected Rotational Velocity and Stellar Inclination
We measured the projected rotation velocity using the em-
pirical spectral matching algorithm described in Stefansson
et al. (2020), which closely follows the SpecMatchEmp al-
gorithm described in Yee et al. (2017). In short, the algorithm
Figure 1. a) Phase-folded K2 photometry of K2-25 using our best es-
timate of the rotation period (see b), showing a clear periodic pho-
tometric modulation. The photometric modulation remains stable
over the 71 day K2 photometric baseline, with a slight evolution
seen. b) The posteriors of the period of the quasi-periodic GP ker-
nel, which we interpret as the stellar rotation period.
compares the as-observed target star spectrum to a library of
as-observed slowly rotating stellar spectra using a χ2 metric,
and refer the reader to Stefansson et al. (2020) for a more
detailed discussion.
We used the algorithm to measure independent vsin i∗ val-
ues for the 8 HPF orders cleanest of tellurics. Table 3
shows the resulting values, showing that the independent or-
ders agree well on the resulting value, with a mean value
of vsin i∗ = 8.8km/s and a scatter of 0.3km/s. The val-
ues in Table 3 show a small formal scatter at the 0.3km/s
level. However, given our experience calculating vsin i∗ val-
ues of other stars from high resolution spectra with HPF a
more realistic error estimate is a factor of 2 larger. We adopt
an error estimate of 0.6km/s to account for possible sys-
tematics in our method as vsin i∗ measurements are gener-
ally dominated by systematics (see e.g., Reiners et al. 2012).
As such, we adopt a vsin i∗ = 8.8± 0.6km/s. We note that
value is somewhat larger than the value presented in Mann
et al. (2016a) of vsin i∗ = 7.8± 0.5km/s determined from
their as-observed spectra obtained with the IGRINS spectro-
graph. The method used in Mann et al. (2016a) used an over-
all similar χ2 method as presented here, but used artificially
rotationally broadened theoretical BT-SETTL spectra for the
χ2 comparison instead of as-observed spectra. Although this
value is formally slightly higher than the maximum equato-
rial velocity of the star of 7.9±0.25km/s (assuming a stellar
radius of R = 0.2932±0.0093R and stellar rotation period
of P = 1.878±0.005days) the two values overlap within the
Table 3. Resulting vsin i∗ values for the 8 different HPF or-
ders cleanest of tellurics. The resulting median value is vsin i∗ =
8.8km/s with a scatter of 0.3km/s. As is mentioned in the text, we
adopt a value of vsin i∗ = 8.8±0.6km/s.
Order Wavelength Region [Å] vsin i∗ [km/s]
4 [8540, 8640] 8.3
5 [8670, 8750] 8.9
6 [8790, 8885] 8.6
14 [9940, 10055] 8.8
15 [10105, 10220] 8.8
16 [10280, 10395] 9.0
17 [10460, 10570] 9.3
18 [10640, 10760] 8.9
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2σ uncertainties. The high vsin i∗ suggests that the stellar
inclination is close to 90◦.
To estimate accurate posteriors for the stellar inclination i∗
from the stellar rotational velocity v estimated from R and Prot
and its sky-projection vsin i∗ measured from the HPF spec-
tra, we use the formalism in Masuda & Winn (2020), which
accurately accounts for the correlated dependence between
vsin i∗ and v. The vsin i∗ measurement does not distinguish
between solutions between i and 180◦ − i and we thus calcu-
late two independent solutions between 0◦ and 90◦, and 90◦
and 180◦, respectively. Using the values listed in Table 2 for
Prot, vsin i∗, and R, we obtain two mirrored posteriors with a
highest-likelihood inclination at 90◦. Taken together, the two
solutions result in an inclination constraint of 90±12◦, con-
sistent with viewing K2-25’s stellar equator edge on. This
agrees well with the stellar inclination constraint provided
by Mann et al. (2016a) of i∗ > 79◦ at 1σ (68.4% confidence;
they considered inclinations between 0 and 90◦).
Table 4. Summary of priors used for the three joint transit and RV fits performed. N (m,σ) denotes a normal
prior with mean m, and standard deviation σ; U(a,b) denotes a uniform prior with a start value a and end value
b, J (a,b) denotes a Jeffreys prior with a start value a and end value b. A Gaussian prior on the stellar density
was placed for all fits. The dilution parameters in juliet were fixed to 1 for all transit observations. For the
three models considered we sampled 70, 72, and 69 parameters.
Parameter Description Model RV1 Model RV2 Model RV3
(e = 0, GP for RVs) (e 6= 0, GP for RVs) (e 6= 0, No GP for RVs)
Orbital Parameters:
P (days) Orbital period N (3.484548,0.000042) N (3.484548,0.000042) N (3.484548,0.000042)
TC Transit Midpoint - 2400000 (BJDTDB) U (58515.63,58515.66) U (58515.63,58515.66) U (58515.63,58515.66)
r1a Radius ratio / Impact parameter U (0,1) U (0,1) U (0,1)
r2a Radius ratio / Impact parameter U (0,1) U (0,1) U (0,1)
a/R∗ Scaled semi-major axis U (1,50) U (1,50) U (1,50)
mflux Transit baseline parameter U (0,0.1) U (0,0.1) U (0,0.1)
σK2 Photometric errorbar (ppm) J (1,1000) J (1,1000) J (1,1000)
e Eccentricity 0 (fixed) U (0,0.95) U (0,0.95)
ω Argument of Periastron 90 (fixed) U (0,360) U (0,360)
K RV semi-amplitude ( m/s) U (0,200) U (0,200) U (0,200)
Other constraints:
ρ∗ Stellar density ( g cm−3) N (14.7,1.5) N (14.7,1.5) N (14.7,1.5)
Jitter and other instrumental terms:
q1b Limb-darkening parameter U (0,1) U (0,1) U (0,1)
q2b Limb-darkening parameter U (0,1) U (0,1) U (0,1)
σphot
c Photometric jitter ( ppm) J (1,1000) J (1,1000) J (1,1000)
µphot
c Photometric baseline N (0,0.1) N (0,0.1) N (0,0.1)
σHPF HPF RV jitter ( m/s) J (0.1,300) J (0.1,300) J (0.1,300)
µHPF HPF RV offset ( m/s) U (−200,200) U (−200,200) U (−200,200)
Shared Photometric and RV Quasi-Periodic GP Parameters:
PGP GP Period (days) N (1.8784,0.005) N (1.8784,0.005) N (1.8784,0.005)
K2 Quasi-Periodic GP Parameters:
B Photometric GP Amplitude ( ppm2) J (10−6,105) J (10−6,105) J (10−6,105)
C GP Additive Factor J (10−6,105) J (10−6,105) J (10−6,105)
L GP Length Scale ( days) J (103,106) J (103,106) J (103,106)
Ground-based Approximate Matern GP Parametersd :
σGP Photometric GP Amplitude ( ppm) J (10−1,104) J (10−1,104) J (10−1,104)
L Timescale of exponential kernel ( days) J (10−2,105) J (10−2,105) J (10−2,105)
ρ Timescale of Matern kernel (days) J (10−2,105) J (10−2,105) J (10−2,105)
RV GP Parameters:
σGP RV GP Amplitude ( m/s) J (101,105) U (101,105) -
Γ Harmonic structure / scaling parameter N (8.0,1.9) N (8.0,1.9) -
α Inverse length scale ( days−2) J (10−12,10−3) J (10−12,10−3) -
Table 4 continued
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Table 4 (continued)
Parameter Description Model RV1 Model RV2 Model RV3
(e = 0, GP for RVs) (e 6= 0, GP for RVs) (e 6= 0, No GP for RVs)
a Using the efficient sampling of the r1 and r2 parameterization for the impact parameter b and radius ratio p = Rp/R∗ as described in Espinoza
(2018).
b Overall we modeled 4 pairs of limb darkening parameters q1 and q2 (parametrization from Kipping (2013)): a) one pair for K2, b) one pair
for all of the transits observed with ARCTIC in the SDSS i′ filter and c) one pair for the ARCTIC SDSS z′ filter observations, and d) one
pair for the HDI transits in the SDSS z′ filter.
c We placed a separate photometric jitter term and baseline offset term for each of the photometric observations.
d We place one set of three parameters (σGP, L, ρ) for each of the ground-based transits.
6. PLANET PARAMETERS FROM TRANSIT
PHOTOMETRY AND RVS
6.1. Transit, RV and Gaussian Process model
We jointly model the K2 and ground-based transits and the
HPF out-of-transit RVs using the juliet Python package
(Espinoza et al. 2019), which uses the batman Python pack-
age (Kreidberg 2015) for the transit model, and the radvel
package (Fulton et al. 2018) for the RV model. We used the
dynesty sampler (Speagle 2019) available in juliet to
perform dynamic nested sampling to obtain both posterior
and evidence estimates, where we used the default weight
and stopping functions, and stopping criteria in dynesty2.
The total log likelihood in juliet is the sum of the individ-
ual log-likelihoods of each dataset considered3.
Following the implementation in juliet, we parametrize
the radius ratio p = Rp/R∗ and the impact parameter b using
the efficient r1 and r2 parametrization described in Espinoza
(2018). We sampled the limb darkening parameters using
the quadratic q1 and q2 limb-darkening parametrization from
Kipping (2013). Following the suggestion in Kipping (2010),
we resampled and rebinned our transit model to the effective
30 minute exposure time of the long-cadence K2 data to ac-
count for the smoothing of the transit shape. We assumed
that there was no source of dilution, as no obvious close-by
companion is seen in the adaptive optics imaging presented
in Mann et al. (2016a).
We used a Gaussian Process (GP) model with 3 different
kernels to account for the characteristic correlated noise be-
havior in the K2 photometry, ground-based photometry, and
the radial velocities. GPs have been used by a number of
groups to jointly model correlated noise observed in photo-
metric and radial velocity data due to stellar active regions on
the surface of the star (e.g., spots, faculae, plages; see e.g.,
Haywood et al. 2014; Grunblatt et al. 2015; López-Morales
et al. 2016; Dai et al. 2017; Angus et al. 2018; Haywood
et al. 2018). For our GP modeling, we use the GP kernels
available in juliet, which are based on the GP imple-
2 For a description of the weight and stopping functions in the dynamic
nested sampler in dynesty, see Section 3 in Speagle (2019).
3 See Equations and discussion surrounding Equations 6 and 7 in Es-
pinoza et al. (2019) to see the explicit likelihood used in juliet.
mentations from the george (Ambikasaran et al. 2015) and
celerite (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2017) Python packages.
In juliet, the elements of the covariance matrix Ci for in-
strument i are assumed to be of the form,
Ci,l,m = ki(xl ,xm)+ (σ2i,w +σ
2
tl ,i)δl,m, (1)
where δl,m is the Kronecker delta function, ki(xl ,xm) is the
kernel of the GP for instrument i, and σtl ,i is the error esti-
mated at time tl , and σi,w is an additional white-noise jitter
parameter. For all of the GP fits considered, we fit a kernel
function as well as a separate white noise jitter term for each
instrument as is shown in Equation 1.
We choose three different GP kernels as a balance between
computational speed and to adequately account for the char-
acteristic correlated noise properties of the different datasets.
First, to model the correlated noise in the radial velocity ob-
servations, we elect to use the quasi-periodic rotational ker-
nel, which has been shown to be effective at modeling ro-
tational variations in RV datasets and has well-studied hy-
perparameters (Haywood et al. 2014; Grunblatt et al. 2015;
Haywood et al. 2018). In juliet, the quasi-periodic kernel
is given with the following form,
k(xl ,xm) = σ2GP exp
(
−ατ 2 −Γsin2
[
piτ
PGP
])
, (2)
where τ = |xl −xm|, with hyperparameters σGP (RV amplitude
in m/s), α (inverse square timescale in units of days−2), Γ
(a unitless scaling parameter), and PGP (the periodicity of the
GP in days, which we interpret as the rotation period)4. The
Γ parameter changes the amplitude of the sin2 term, and con-
trols the harmonic structure of the resulting GP model (see
e.g., discussion in Angus et al. 2018). We follow Haywood
et al. (2018) and place an informative prior on the Γ param-
eter; Haywood et al. (2018) place an informative Gaussian
prior of η4 = 0.5±0.05, which corresponds to Γ = 8±1.9 (in
their notation Γ = 2/η24). In doing so enforces the RV curve
to have up to two or three maxima and two or three minima
per rotation, as is typical of stellar light curves and RV curves
(Haywood et al. 2018).
4 As mentioned by Espinoza et al. (2019), the hyperparameters in Equa-
tion 2 correspond to the following parameters in the notation of Haywood
et al. (2018): σGP = η1, α = 1/2η22 , Prot = η3, and Γ = 2/η
2
4 .
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Second, for a computationally efficient analysis of the K2
data, we elect to use the quasi-periodic kernel available in
celerite (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2017), where the kernel
function is given with the following form,
k(xl ,xm) =
B
2+C
e−τ/L
[
cos
(
2piτ
PGP
)
+ (1+C)
]
, (3)
where τ = |xl − xm|, and where B, C, L, and Prot are the hy-
perparameters of the kernel. B and C tune the weight of the
exponential decay component of the kernel with a decay con-
stant of L (in days), and PGP corresponds to the periodicity of
the quasi-periodic oscillations which we interpret as the stel-
lar rotation period. Although not exactly of the same form as
the kernel in Equation 2, we selected this kernel as it shares
similar quasi-periodic properties as the kernel in Equation
2, but is orders of magnitude faster to evaluate on the large
number of K2 datapoints (see discussion in Foreman-Mackey
et al. 2017).Given the high precision and the clear photomet-
ric modulation seen in the K2 data, we share the PGP param-
eter between the quasi-periodic K2 GP kernel and our quasi-
periodic RV kernel, to allow the high precision K2 photom-
etry to accurately constrain the PGP parameter. We did not
share any other GP parameters between the K2 and the RV
kernels, given the different forms of the kernels used. Table
4 further lists all of the priors used and which parameters are
linked between different GP kernels.
Lastly, the ground-based photometric transit observations
are not long enough to be be measurably impacted by the
starspot modulation seen in the K2 light curve. Instead,
the characteristic timescales of the observed correlated noise
is much shorter or < 1hour, originating from observational
and/or instrumental systematics. Therefore, for the ground-
based observations, we adopt the Approximate Matern-3/2
kernel multiplied by an exponential kernel which has covari-
ance properties that are better matched to these timescales
(see e.g., Pepper et al. 2017; Espinoza et al. 2019). As imple-
mented in juliet, this kernel has the following form (see
also Foreman-Mackey et al. (2017)),
k(xl ,xm) = σ2GPe
−τ/L [(1+1/)e−1(1−)s + (1−1/)e−1(1+)s] ,
(4)
where s =
√
3τ/ρ, and τ = |xl − xm|, with hyperparameters
σGP (photometric amplitude in ppm), L (length scale of the
exponential component in days), and ρ (length scale of the
Matern-3/2 kernel in days), and with  = 0.01, where we note
that as  approaches 0 the factor inside the brackets converges
to a Matern 3/2 kernel (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2017; Es-
pinoza et al. 2019). To allow for sufficient flexibility in mod-
eling out different systematics seen in the different observing
setups in the ground-based light curves, we assigned each
ground-based transit an independent Approximate Matern 3-
2 kernel with independent hyperparameters (σGP, L, and ρ).
As an additional test, we also experimented using a pure ex-
ponential kernel to model the correlations seen in the ground-
based data (with a timescale L and σ amplitude parameters)
as implemented in juliet. Although both kernels yielded
consistent planet parameters within the 68.3% credible in-
tervals of the posteriors (∼1σ uncertainties for a Gaussian
distribution) in our experiments, the pure exponential kernel
tended to favor small decay values that visually over-fit the
noise structures in the data. The additional capability of the
composite kernel in Equation 4 to account for both lower and
higher frequency correlated noise in the ground-based light
curves led to less over-fitting of the noise (see e.g., additional
discussions in Pepper et al. 2017; Espinoza et al. 2019), and
we thus favor this kernel in our analysis.
To investigate the evidence for eccentricity in the system,
and to study the impact that our GP RV model has on the de-
rived orbital parameters, we ran three different models. First,
we performed a fit assuming a circular orbit (e = 0) (Model
RV1 in Table 4) with a simultaneous GP fit for the transits
and radial velocity data. Second, we performed a fit letting
the eccentricity e and argument of periastron ω float (Model
RV2 in Table 4), while also performing a simultaneous GP
fit like in Model RV1. Third, we let e and ω float, but re-
moved the GP model on the radial velocity data (keeping the
GP model for the photometry; Model RV3 in Table 4). The
priors for these three models are summarized in Table 4. In
total, we sampled 70, 72 and 69 parameters for the three fits,
where we obtained 64077, 54258, and 52522 posterior sam-
ples for the three models, respectively.
In all three models we place a Gaussian prior on the stellar
density of ρ = 14.7±1.5g cm−3 estimated from the mass and
radius of the star in Table 2. In doing so, allows us to place
an important constraint on the eccentricity and argument of
periastron derived from the transit from the photo-eccentric
effect (Dawson & Johnson 2012). Mann et al. (2016a) and
Thao et al. (2020) also report evidence of non-zero eccen-
tricity in the system from their analyses of e = 0.27+0.16−0.21, and
e = 0.27+0.16−0.06, respectively. Our data also favors an eccentric
solution. In performing a circular fit placing no constraint
on the stellar density, the resulting best-fit fit yielded a stellar
density of ρ = 40±4g cm−3, significantly larger than the ex-
pected stellar density of ρ = 14.7±1.5g cm−3. Therefore, to
ensure an a/R∗ value that results in a stellar density consis-
tent with our estimated stellar density derived from the stars
mass and radius, we placed an informative Gaussian prior on
the stellar density in all fits reported in Table 5.
To estimate the expected photometric amplitude from el-
lipsoidal variations caused by tidal interactions between the
planet and the host star, we used Equation 7 in Shporer
(2017), which gives the expected ellipsoidal variation am-
plitude in parts-per-million as a function of the stellar mass,
planetary mass, the orbital distance of the planet, and the
limb darkening and gravity darkening parameters of the host
star. Using our parameter constraints, nominal vales for the
limb-darkening and gravity darkening parameters, and as-
suming a circular orbit with an a/R∗ = 21, we obtain an ex-
pected ellipsoidal variation amplitude of 0.03ppm. Even if
we assume a circular orbit at K2-25b’s periastron distance of
a/R∗∼ 11.5, we obtain a small expected ellipsoidal variation
amplitude of 0.2ppm. Both values are substantially below the
photometric precision of our datasets. Given the low ampli-
tude of the signal, we did not attempt to fit any ellipsoidal
variations as part of our transit model.
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Table 5. Median values and 68% credible intervals for the three joint-fit models considered. We adopt the values
for Model RV2 as it is statistically favored over the other two models.
Parameter Description Model RV1 Model RV2 (adopted) Model RV3
(e = 0, with GP for RVs) (e 6= 0, with GP for RVs) (e 6= 0, no GP for RVs)
Model Evidence:
lnZ Model log evidence 25828.7± 9.9 25875.4± 4.1 25869.9± 4.2
Planet Parameters:
TC (BJDTDB) Transit Midpoint 2458515.64215+0.00008−0.00008 2458515.64206
+0.00010
−0.00009 2458515.642134
+0.00008
−0.00008
P Orbital period (days) 3.48456408+0.0000005−0.0000005 3.48456408
+0.0000006
−0.0000005 3.48456407
+0.0000005
−0.0000006
(Rp/R∗) Radius ratio 0.1146+0.0010−0.0011 0.1075
+0.0018
−0.0018 0.108
+0.0018
−0.0019
Rp Planet radius (R⊕) 3.66+0.12−0.12 3.44
+0.12
−0.12 3.45
+0.12
−0.12
Rp Planet radius (RJ ) 0.327+0.011−0.011 0.306
+0.011
−0.011 0.308
+0.011
−0.011
δp Transit depth 0.01314+0.00024−0.00025 0.01155
+0.00038
−0.00039 0.01167
+0.00040
−0.00041
a/R∗ Scaled semi-major axis 24.47+0.33−0.33 21.09
+0.57
−0.59 21.29
+0.55
−0.64
a Semi-major axis (from a/R∗ and R∗) 0.0334+0.0012−0.0011 0.0287
+0.0012
−0.0012 0.029
+0.0012
−0.0012
i Transit inclination (◦) 88.068+0.046−0.046 87.16
+0.18
−0.21 87.24
+0.18
−0.23
b Impact parameter 0.8252+0.0092−0.0096 0.628
+0.032
−0.037 0.619
+0.037
−0.043
e Eccentricity 0.0+0.0−0.0 0.428
+0.050
−0.049 0.409
+0.041
−0.039
ω Argument of periastron (◦) 90.0+0.0−0.0 120.0
+12.0
−14.0 106.0
+13.0
−16.0
Teq Equilibrium temp. (assuming a = 0) 458.3+8.8−8.7 494.0
+11.0
−11.0 492.0
+11.0
−11.0
Teq Equilibrium temp. (assuming a = 0.3) 320.8+6.2−6.1 345.7
+8.0
−7.8 344.3
+8.0
−7.8
S Insolation Flux (S⊕) 7.35+0.58−0.55 9.91
+0.95
−0.86 9.75
+0.94
−0.85
T14 Transit duration (days) 0.03398+0.00027−0.00024 0.03182
+0.00036
−0.00037 0.03162
+0.00037
−0.00035
T23 Transit duration (days) 0.01454+0.00091−0.00090 0.02212
+0.00063
−0.00065 0.02208
+0.00068
−0.00071
τ Ingress/egress duration (days) 0.00972+0.00042−0.00042 0.00485
+0.00040
−0.00039 0.00477
+0.00046
−0.00042
K RV semi-amplitude (m/s) 24.7+7.2−6.8 27.9
+6.5
−6.0 32.2
+9.7
−9.4
mp Planet mass (M⊕) 24.0+7.1−6.6 24.5
+5.7
−5.2 28.5
+8.5
−8.3
σHPF HPF RV jitter (m/s) 13.9+6.9−5.3 1.8
+5.1
−1.4 42.9
+7.2
−6.5
γ HPF RV offset (m/s) −5.0+13.0−12.0 4.0
+16.0
−16.0 −4.0
+7.5
−7.5
Derived Stellar Parameters:
ρ Stellar density ( g cm−3) 22.83+0.92−0.91 14.6
+1.2
−1.2 15.0
+1.2
−1.3
GP Hyperparameters for RVs:
σGP GP RV amplitude (m/s) 34.8+8.6−6.6 41.0
+11.0
−7.9 -
α GP inverse timescale ( day−2) 13+90−10× 10−6 15+70−1 × 10−8 -
Γ GP Frequency Structure parameter 8.0+1.1−1.1 6.75
+0.93
−1.2 -
PGP GP Kernel Periodicity parameter (days) 1.88219+0.00034−0.00032 1.88203
+0.00032
−0.00031 -
6.2. Derived Parameters
Figure 2 shows the K2 transits along with the 9 ground-
based transits observed and analyzed in this work. The tran-
sits on nights of December 21, 2018 and January 4, 2019
were performed simultaneously with the RM effect observa-
tions further discussed in Section 7. The shorter cadence of
the ground-based observations compared to the 30 minute ca-
dence K2 observations allows us to resolve the transit shape
better, resulting in more precise planet parameters. Table 5
compares the best-fit parameters from the three models con-
sidered in this work.
Figure 3 compares the resulting phased RV plots for
the three different models considered. The derived best-
fit RV semi-amplitudes for the three models are KRV1 =
24.7+7.2−6.8 m/s, KRV2 = 27.9
+6.5
−6.0 m/s, and KRV3 = 32.2
+9.7
−9.4 m/s,
respectively. This results in mass estimates of MRV1 =
24.0+7.1−6.6 M⊕, MRV2 = 24.5
+5.7
−5.2 M⊕, and MRV3 = 28.5
+8.5
−8.3 M⊕
for the three models, respectively. We see that all three
models result in consistent mass estimates. We note that
the GP RV amplitudes for Model RV1 and RV2 are similar
with σGP,RV1 = 35+9−7 m/s, and σGP,RV2 = 41
+11
−8 m/s. As ex-
pected, we see that for Model RV3—which does not employ
a GP—the white noise error term significantly increases to
compensate for the additional correlated-noise, with σw,RV1 =
13.9+6.9−5.3 m/s, σw,RV2 = 1.8
+5.1
−1.4 m/s, and σw,RV3 = 42.9
+7.2
−6.5 m/s.
To check which model between models RV1, RV2, and
RV3, is statistically favored, we use the log-evidence values
calculated by the dynesty dynamic nested sampler. As the
estimated errors of the log-evidences can be underestimated
by nested sampling algorithms (see e.g., Nelson et al. 2020;
Espinoza et al. 2019), to get an accurate estimate of the distri-
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Figure 2. a) K2 light curve of K2-25 corrected for instrument systematics using the Everest pipeline, showing clear starspot induced rotational
modulations. b) Detrended and flattened K2 light curve shown in black points using the best-fit Gaussian Process model from Model RV2 in
Table 5, along with the best-fit transit model from Juliet shown in red. c) Phased K2 light curve (black) along with the best-fit transit model
(red). d)-g) Ground-based transits as observed with HDI showing the best-fit transit model from Juliet in red. We note that the HDI transit on
20181221 (g) was observed without the diffuser during sub-optimal observing conditions (Moon illumination 97%). Although the light curve
was modelled unbinned, it is shown here binned to a cadence of∼6 minutes for clarity. h-l) Ground-based transits observed with the 3.5m ARC
Telescope at Apache Point. All of the ARCTIC observations were observed using a diffuser, except the transit on the night of 20190118 UT (j).
bution in the log-evidence values for each model, we ran each
joint-fit model RV1, RV2, RV3, six separate times. In doing
so, we obtain log evidence values of lnZ = 25828.7± 9.9,
lnZ = 25875.4± 4.1, and lnZ = 25869.9± 4.2, respectively,
where the value reported is the mean of the 6 runs for each
model and the uncertainty estimate is the standard deviation
of the 6 runs. We note that the scatter in the log-evidence val-
ues (∼10 for Model RV1, and ∼4 for Models RV2 and RV3)
is substantially larger than the internal uncertainty estimate
of ∼0.5 reported from the dynesty sampler for each indi-
vidual run. Even so, within each group of 6 runs for Models
RV1, RV2, and RV3, the resulting output posteriors are fully
consistent. Between the three models, we see that the two
eccentric Models RV2 and RV3 are favored over the circular
Model RV1. Between Models RV2 and RV3, we see a sta-
tistical preference (∆ lnZ ∼ 5) in favor of Model RV2. From
Table 5, we see that the derived planet parameters, including
the semi-amplitude, mass, and eccentricity for Models RV2
and RV3 are fully consistent. Given the statistical preference,
and the fact we know that K2-25 is a young and active star
with a well characterized stellar rotation period that is ex-
plicitly modelled in model RV2, we elect to adopt the values
from Model RV2. We compared the distribution of the best-
fit residuals of the HPF RVs from model RV2 to a normal
distribution using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, from which
we obtain a p-value of 6.5× 10−8. This suggests that the
distribution of the RV residuals is indistinguishable from a
normal distribution, and that our model (1 planet Keplerian
along with a quasi-periodic GP) can accurately model the ob-
served RVs.
6.3. Stellar Activity from HPF Spectra
To further study the activity of the star, we measured a
number of stellar activity indicators from the HPF spectra.
Figure 4 shows the Generalized Lomb-Scargle (LS) peri-
odograms of the out-of-transit RVs we used for our mass
measurement, along with an array of different activity indica-
tors measured from the HPF spectra, including: the Differen-
tial Line Width (dLW), the Chromatic Index (CRX), and line
indices of the three Calcium II Infrared Triplet (Ca II IRT)
lines. To calculate the LS periodograms, we used the peri-
odogram functions in the astropy.timeseries pack-
age, and the false alarm probabilities5 were calculated using
5 Although the False Alarm Probability is a commonly used in peri-
odogram analysis in radial velocity data it has known limitations (see e.g.,
discussion in Fischer et al. 2016).
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Figure 3. Out-of-transit RVs of K2-25 from HPF comparing the resulting RV models from a) Model RV1, b) Model RV2, and c) Model
RV3, with associated residuals shown in the corresponding lower panels. The 50th percentile best-fit models are shown in red. The grey
shaded regions show the 1σ (grey) and 3σ (lighter grey) estimated model confidence bands. The log-evidence for the three models are lnZ =
25828.7±9.9, lnZ = 25875.4±4.1, and lnZ = 25869.9±4.2, respectively, showing a significant preference for the eccentric models (Models
RV2 and RV3). We adopt Model RV2 due to the statistical preference over Model RV3, with∆ lnZ ∼ 5 over Model RV3. d-e) The non-phased
RVs as a function of time for two observing Seasons (approximately a year apart). The red curve shows the best-fit GP and Keplerian model.
The grey shaded regions show the 1σ (grey) and 3σ (lighter grey) estimated model confidence bands.
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the bootstrap method implemented in this same package.
Additionally, in Figure 4, we show the Window Function
(WF) of our RV observations. All of the periodograms in
Figure 4 are normalized using the formalism in Zechmeister
& Kürster (2009), except the window function is normalized
such that the highest peak has a power of 1. Table C3 in the
appendix lists the values of the RVs and the activity indica-
tors used in this work.
To measure these indicators, we follow the definition
and procedures in the SERVAL pipeline (Zechmeister et al.
2018). To measure the Ca II IRT indicators, we measure the
mean flux in a 30km/s wide region centered on the three Ca
II IRT line centers and we use two offset bands (to the right
and to the left of the line center, 100km/s wide) as reference
regions to measure line indices as defined in Equation 27 in
(Zechmeister et al. 2018),
I =
〈 f0〉
0.5(〈 f1〉+ 〈 f2〉) , (5)
where 〈 f0〉 is the mean flux around the line center, and 〈 f1〉
and 〈 f2〉 are the mean fluxes around the reference regions.
The exact locations of the line center regions and the offset
regions we used are given in Table A1 in the Appendix.
From Figure 4a, we see a clear peak in the RV periodogram
at the known rotation period, indicative of rotationally modu-
lated RV variations e.g., due to starspots. This interpretation
is further strengthened by the fact that we see a clear peak in
the periodogram of the dLW indicator at the known rotation
period (Figure 4c). In Figure 4b, we show the periodogram
of the RVs after subtracting the best-fit GP activity model,
demonstrating that after removing the GP model, the peak at
the stellar rotation is significantly suppressed and the peak at
the planet period increases in significance. The CRX indica-
tor does not show any clear evidence of periodic variations
in the chromaticity of the RVs at either the stellar rotation
period or the planet period. Interestingly, in Figures 4e, f,
and g, we do not see clear peaks in the Ca II IRT activity
indicators at the rotation period, but rather, we see a clear
peak in all three indices at 2.46 days. We speculate that this
could indicate that the active chromospheric regions the Ca II
IRT lines trace, could have a different characteristic evolution
timescale than the rotation period of the star.
6.4. RV Injection and Recovery Tests
To test that our RV precision and the RV sampling is suf-
ficient to accurately constrain the Keplerian parameters of
K2-25b, we performed two series of injection and recovery
tests, broadly following the methodology in Klein & Donati
(2020). For both series of tests, we injected a signal with
known Keplerian parameters (P, TC, K, ω, e), and Gaussian
process hyper-parameters (PGP, σGP, αGP, ΓGP), along with
a white noise parameter (σw). The values of the parame-
ters for the two tests, along with the priors used for the re-
covery, are given in Table B2 in the Appendix. We placed
informative Gaussian priors on the orbital period (P), tran-
sit center (TC), and the GP period (PGP), and the GP fre-
quency structure parameter (ΓGP), and we placed broad un-
informative priors on the other parameters (same priors as
Figure 4. Lomb-Scargle periodograms of the HPF RVs along
with different activity indicators. The stellar rotation period (P =
1.88days) and the planet period (P = 3.48days) are highlighted with
the dashed blue and red lines, respectively. False alarm probabilities
of 1% and 0.1% calculated using a bootstrap method are denoted
with the grey solid and grey dashed lines, respectively. a) the HPF
out-of-transit RVs used for the mass measurement of K2-25b. b)
same as a) but after removing the best-fit GP model from Model
RV2. This shows that the known planet peak becomes more signif-
icant. c) Differential line width (dLW) activity indicator, showing
a clear peak at the known rotation period. d) Chromatic Index ac-
tivity indicator. e-g) Ca II IRT indices for the three Ca II IRT lines.
h) The window function of the HPF RVs, showing a clear sampling
peak at 1 day. The power in a-g) is normalized using the formalism
in Zechmeister & Kürster (2009), and h) is normalized so that the
highest peak is unity.
used for fit RV2). For the first series of tests (Test I), we
set the GP amplitude σGP = 42m/s, and other parameters to
values similar to the nominal 50th quantile values from our
adopted RV2 fit in Table 5 (see exact values injected in Ta-
ble B2 in the Appendix). For the second series of tests (Test
II), we increased the injected GP amplitude to its 95th per-
centile value from our adopted RV2 model in Table 5, cor-
responding to σGP = 64.6m/s, to check if the injected Kep-
lerian parameters—in particular K and e—could be reliably
recovered if the level of the correlated noise is higher. For
both tests, we repeated the injection and recovery 200 times,
and we then inspect the resulting posteriors calculated using
juliet from each individual run.
Figure B1 in the Appendix shows the distribution of mean
values from Test I for a few select parameters of interest: K,
ω, e, σGP, αGP, and σw. We see that for all parameters, the
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distribution of the recovered values is fully consistent with
the known injected value. Further, Figure B2 in the Appendix
compares the distribution of all 200 posteriors for σGP, K, and
e, for both series of injection and recovery tests. To compare
the distribution of the synthetic residuals to a normal distribu-
tion, we used the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, from which we
see that all datasets have a p-value< 10−5 (with most datasets
showing a p value < 10−7), suggesting that the best-fit resid-
uals from the synthetic tests are indistinguishable from a nor-
mal distribution. Although σGP shows broad posteriors and
is relatively poorly constrained, in both series of tests, the
true values of K and e are consistently recovered. For Test
I, which assumes σGP = 42m/s, the true value of K is within
the 68% and 95% credible intervals in 80% and 99.7% of the
cases, respectively. For Test II, even with the higher injected
value of σGP = 64.6m/s, the true value of K is reliably recov-
ered within the 68% and 95% credible intervals in 75% and
97% of the cases, respectively. We conclude that the number
and the sampling of the HPF RVs is sufficient to accurately
constrain the Keplerian planet parameters.
7. THE RM EFFECT OF K2-25
7.1. RM model
We model the Rossiter-McLaughlin effect using the pre-
scription given in Hirano et al. (2010) and Hirano et al.
(2011). Specifically, we use Equation 26 from Hirano et al.
(2011), which gives the RM velocity anomaly as,
∆v= −
(
2(β +σRM)2
2β2 +σ2RM
)3/2
f vp
(
1−
v2p
(2β2 +σ2RM)
+
v4p
2(2β2 +σ2RM)2
)
,
(6)
where β indicates the best-fit Gaussian dispersion (in km/s)
of the intrinsic line broadening in the absence of stellar rota-
tion, and σRM indicates the Gaussian line width component
arising from stellar rotation (see Hirano et al. 2010 for de-
tails). Here we set β to the width of the HPF resolution
element, i.e., β = 5.45± 0.5km/s, where the errorbar is to
account for any effects of macroturbulence and/or other non-
stellar rotation processes that could broaden the line pro-
file. The f parameter denotes the fraction of the star being
blocked by the planet during the transit as a function of time
(i.e., f = 1 −F , where F is the photometric transit model),
and vp denotes the sub-planet velocity (in km/s) i.e., the
velocity of the star being blocked by the planet as a func-
tion of time during the transit. As discussed in Hirano et al.
(2011), σRM describes the dispersion of a Gaussian approx-
imating the stellar rotational kernel, and here we follow Hi-
rano et al. (2010) and assume σRM = vsin i∗/1.31. We neglect
any differential rotation, as Dmitrienko & Savanov (2017)
showed that the differential rotation of K2-25b is small, or
∆Ω = 0.0071±0.002rad/day, and thus negligible during the
transit.
To model the RM effect, we model all three transits jointly.
For the fit, we included the bulk RV motion imposing infor-
mative priors on the Keplerian orbital parameters from our
best-fit orbital values from Model RV2 in Table 5. In addi-
tion, we placed an informative Gaussian prior on the vsin i∗
using our vsin i∗ value measured from the HPF spectra. To
account for possible systematics between the transits (e.g.,
due to stellar activity and/or instrumental systematics), we
added an independent RV offset parameter γ for each individ-
ual transit. We sampled the limb-darkening parameters using
the q1 and q2 parametrization described in Kipping (2013),
and fully sample them across the whole valid range from 0
to 1 to minimize any biases on the RM effect anomaly due
to limb-darkening effects. To account for the smoothening
of the finite exposure times of our RV observations, we su-
persampled the model 7 times and resampled the model ac-
cording to the exposure time of ∼300s. We calculated the
bulk RV model using the radvel python package (Fulton
et al. 2018). To calculate the transit fraction f , we used the
batman package (Kreidberg 2015), calculating the transit
flux and setting f = 1−F , where F is the transit model from
batman. Before we started the MCMC sampling, we found
the global most probable solution using the PyDE differen-
tial evolution optimizer (Parviainen 2016). We then initial-
ized 100 MCMC walkers in the vicinity of the global most
probable solution using the emcee MCMC affine-invariant
MCMC sampling package (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013).
We ran the 100 walkers for 25,000 steps, and after remov-
ing the first 2,000 steps as burn-in and thinning the chains by
a factor of 100, the Gelman-Rubin statistic of the resulting
chains was within < 1% of unity, which we consider well-
mixed.
To test the impact of our assumptions about stellar activity
on λ, we performed four additional fits:
• A joint fit with a single RV offset parameter γ.
• A joint fit with a single RV offset parameter γ after
subtracting our best-fit GP activity model (from Model
RV2 in Table 5) from the RVs.
• A joint fit with three independent RV offset parameters
γ and removing the prior on the semi-amplitude.
• A joint fit with three independent RV offset parameters
γ and removing the prior on the vsin i∗.
Table 6. Median values and associated 16th and 84th percentile
values from our RM fit.
Parameter Description Value
Model Likelihood Parameters:
χ2ν Reduced χ2 1.04
DOF Degrees of freedom 25
MCMC Parameters:
λ Sky-projected obliquity (◦) 3±16
vsin i∗ Rotational velocity (km/s) 8.9±0.6
γ1 RV offset (m/s) −10+28−28
γ2 RV offset (m/s) 58+27−26
γ3 RV offset (m/s) −95+29−28
q1 Linear Limb darkening parameter 0.47+0.35−0.33
q2 Quadratic Limb darkening parameter 0.44+0.36−0.31
β Intrinsic stellar line width 5.41+0.49−0.50
Derived Parameters:
ψ 3D obliquity (◦) 17+11−8
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Figure 5. Upper panels: Three RM effect transits as observed with HPF (black points), along with the best-fit joint RM effect model shown
in red. The RM model includes the bulk RV shift and an independent RV offset parameter γ is included for each transit to account for stellar
activity and/or instrumental effects. The grey shaded regions show the 1σ, 2σ, and 3σ confidence regions. Lower panels: Two simultaneous
photometric transits from HDI (Dec 21, 2018), and ARCTIC (Jan 4, 2019) shown in black, along with the best-fit transit model (model RV2
in Table 4 and 5). The HDI observations were performed without a diffuser due to the Moon contamination that night. No starspot crossing
events are seen in the simultaneous transit observations, which otherwise would complicate the RM-effect analysis. Figure 6 shows the three
RM effect observations phased together and binned to 5 minute bins for further visual inspection.
All fits resulted in fully consistent constraints on λ sug-
gesting a well-aligned system, although we note that the fit
with a single RV offset parameter resulted in slightly higher
uncertainty estimate on λ, or a constraint of λ = 0± 24◦.
From the GP activity model constrained from our out-of-
transit RVs, we note that the expected RV variation dur-
ing the three transits observed is slowly varying and signifi-
cantly smaller (< 5m/s) than the observed RM amplitude of
∼65m/s, and thus is effectively modeled out with indepen-
dent offsets between the transits. In comparing the Baysian
Information Criterion (BIC) and Akaike Information Crite-
rion (AIC; Akaike 1974), the models show a statistical pref-
erence (∆AIC∼9) for models that allowed for independent
offsets between the transits. We note that using the BIC and
AIC in this case is heuristic, as more datapoints would be for-
mally needed for these criteria to be in the asymptotic regime
where they are accurate and justified for model comparison.
To allow for flexibility to take out potential systematic offsets
between the three transits, we report the resulting posterior
constraint from the fit assuming three independent RV offset
γ parameters in Table 6. We further note that the fit where we
allowed vsin i∗ to vary freely resulted in a fully consistent λ
value and yielded a vsin i∗ = 11.6±3km/s, which is consis-
tent with the as-measured vsin i∗ = 8.8± 0.6km/s from the
HPF-spectra at the 1σ level.
7.2. Results
Figure 5 shows the three RM effect observations using
HPF along with our best-fit RM model (RM amplitude
∼65m/s), along with 1σ, 2σ, and 3σ shaded regions. Table
6 summarizes the resulting best-fit posterior values, show-
ing that we obtain a sky-projected obliquity constraint of
λ = 3± 16◦. To further visualize and compare the observed
RVs to the best-fit RM model, in Figure 6 we show all of the
three transits in Figure 5 phased to the transit ephemeris and
binned to a 5 minute cadence using a weighted average. The
resulting median RV error is 55m/s in the 5 minute bins. The
RM model is shown with the bulk RV model and RV offset
parameters removed for clarity.
In addition to the sky-projected obliquity listed in Table 6,
we calculate the true obliquity angle ψ, using the following
equation,
cosψ = sin i∗ cosλsin i+ cos i∗ cos i, (7)
where i∗ is the stellar inclination, i is the transit inclination,
and λ is the sky-projected obliquity angle. Using Equa-
tion 7 above and our λ = 3± 16◦ constraint from Table 6,
our i = 87.13± 0.17◦ from Table 5 (Model RV2), and our
i∗ = 90± 12◦ constraint from Table 2, we obtain the follow-
ing constraint on ψ = 17+11◦−8 . Integrating the resulting poste-
rior, we can say that ψ < 30◦ with 89% confidence, which is
compatible with a well aligned system.
8. DISCUSSION
With its known age and characterized 3D orbital architec-
ture, K2-25b is an interesting laboratory to test different for-
mation scenarios. Below, in Section 8.1, we compare our
improved ephemerides to the ephemerides of other recent lit-
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Figure 6. The RM effect of K2-25b after combining the three jointly
fitted RM effect observations shown in the upper panels in Figure 5.
The best-fit RM model (red curve) has the bulk RV motion and RV
offset parameters removed. The black points show the data binned
to a 5min cadence. The grey shaded regions show the 1σ, 2σ and
3σ confidence bands.
Figure 7. Updated transit ephemeris for K2-25b into the JWST
era. Our ephemeris derived from the K2 photometry only (blue
shaded region) agrees well with the ephemeris provided in Mann
et al. (2016a) (purple). Our improved ephemeris (Model RV2 in
Table 5) results in an error of ∼20sec at the beginning of the
JWST era in nominally 2021, and is in excellent agreement with the
ephemeris provided in Thao et al. (2020) derived from data from
K2, Spitzer, and additional ground-based observations. The shaded
regions show the 1σ error estimates.
erature on this system. In Section 8.2, we discuss the com-
position of K2-25b showing that at its observed mass and
radius it is consistent with a water-rich world, or a rocky core
with a small H/He envelope. In Section 8.3, using our mass
constraint we discuss the possibility for atmospheric charac-
terization through transmission spectroscopy with JWST in
the future. We discuss our obliquity constraint in Section
8.4, which is suggestive of a well-aligned orbit, and place it
in context to other measurements in the literature. Finally,
given our detailed characterization of the different orbital pa-
rameters of the planet allows us to place informative con-
straints on different formation scenarios, which we discuss
in Section 8.6.1.
8.1. Improved Ephemeris
Figure 7 shows the improved ephemeris derived by jointly
modeling the K2 and ground-based transits (Model RV2 in
Table 5). In blue we show our ephemeris derived from
the K2-data only (T0,K2 = 2457062.5790± 0.0005 and PK2 =
3.484547±0.000040), which agrees well with the ephemeris
derived in Mann et al. (2016a) also from the K2 data. Our K2-
only ephemeris results in a transit timing uncertainty of∼35-
40minutes at the start of the JWST era nominally in 2021.
Further, we see that our joint-fit ephemeris (shown in black
in Figure 7) is fully consistent within the 1σ errorbars of our
K2-only ephemeris. Our joint-fit ephemeris results in a fac-
tor of∼150 improvement in the transit timing precision from
the K2 data only, yielding a timing uncertainty of ∼20sec
at the start of the JWST era nominally in 2021, which will
be important for scheduling follow-up observations in the
future. Additionally, Figure 7 shows that our joint-fit is in
excellent agreement with the transit ephemeris presented in
Thao et al. (2020) derived from photometry from K2, Spitzer
and ground-based observations.
8.2. Composition
To compare the possible composition of K2-25b to other
planets, in Figure 8 we plot K2-25b along with other planets
in the exoplanet mass-radius plane6. In Figure 8, we only
show planets with fractional errors on mass and radius that
are better than 25%, as otherwise, their mass and radius val-
ues are consistent with a wide array of planet composition
models. The shaded grey region indicates planets with iron
content exceeding the maximum value predicted from mod-
els of collisional stripping (Marcus et al. 2010). The solid
lines are theoretical mass-radius curves assuming a constant
density from Zeng et al. (2019). From Figure 8, we see that
at a radius of R = 3.44R⊕, K2-25b is similar in size to two
other well-studied M-dwarf planets: GJ 436b (4.2R⊕; Ma-
ciejewski et al. 2014), and GJ 3470b (4.57R⊕; Awiphan et al.
2016), which we highlight in orange in Figure 8. With a
mass of M = 24+5.7−5.2 M⊕, K2-25b is similar in mass to GJ 436b
(M = 22.1M⊕; Maciejewski et al. 2014), but more massive
than GJ 3470b (M = 13.9M⊕; Awiphan et al. 2016). Inter-
estingly, both GJ 436b and GJ 3470b are known to be ex-
periencing substantial atmospheric outflows, resulting in sig-
nificant atmospheric mass-loss throughout their lifetime (see
e.g., Ehrenreich et al. 2015, and Bourrier et al. 2018a; Ni-
nan et al. 2019, respectively). The possibility that K2-25b is
experiencing outflows is further discussed in Subsection 8.3.
There are degeneracies in the composition of planets with
radii between 2−4R⊕: these planets could either have rocky
cores with H/He envelopes, or they could be water-rich
worlds that contain a significant amount of multi-component
water dominated ices/fluids in addition to rock and gas (Zeng
et al. 2019). As such, from knowing the masses and radii of
a planet alone, we can not discern between the different so-
lutions (Adams et al. 2008).
6 Data retrieved from the NASA Exoplanet Archive Akeson et al. (2013)
in November 2019
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Figure 8. K2-25b compared to other similar-sized planets in the exoplanet mass radius plane for M-dwarf planets. M-dwarf planets (Teff <
4000K) are denoted with the filled black circles, and planets orbiting hotter stars are shown with the faint grey circles. Blue squares shows
solar system planets. The red curve shows our best-fit model from interpolating the two-layer composition model of Lopez & Fortney (2014)
assuming a rocky core capped by a H/He envelope, resulting in a H/He mass fraction of 5%. The red shaded region shows the associated 68%
credible interval. The other solid lines show the composition models of Zeng et al. (2019). The shaded grey region indicates planets with iron
content exceeding the maximum value predicted from models of collisional stripping (Marcus et al. 2010). K2-25b is similar in size to the
well-studied M-dwarf planets GJ 436b and GJ 3470b.
Given this known degeneracy, to explore the range of pos-
sible compositions for K2-25b, we overplot a number of dif-
ferent compositional growth models in the exoplanet mass-
radius plane from Zeng et al. (2019). To place a quantitative
estimate on the possible H/He fraction of K2-25b, we mod-
eled the composition of K2-25b assuming a two-layer ther-
mal model consisting of a rocky core and a H/He atmosphere
using the models presented in Lopez & Fortney (2014). In
this model, the H/He envelope is the dominant driver of the
size of the planet. Assuming this two component model, we
linearly interpolated the tables presented in Lopez & Fortney
(2014) and together with the posteriors in the observed mass
and radius of K2-25b, we estimate that K2-25b has an enve-
lope mass fraction of 5.3+1.2−0.9%. The 50th percentile model
that best fits the observed mass and radius constraints of K2-
25b is shown in the red curve in Figure 8, with the 1σ error
intervals denoted by the red shaded region.
Despite these degeneracies, with more mass measurements
of planets in young clusters (see e.g., Barragán et al. 2019),
we can start to gain further insights onto the exoplanet Mass-
Radius distribution as a function of age, which can help place
further constraints on planet formation mechanisms and how
time-dependent processes such as photo-evaporation sculpt
exoplanet Mass-Radius plane.
8.3. Prospects for Transmission Spectroscopy
With its large transit depth, and brightness at NIR wave-
lengths (J = 11.3), K2-25b has been mentioned as a prime
candidate for transmission spectroscopy (e.g., Mann et al.
2016a; Thao et al. 2020). Thao et al. (2020) measured and
studied the transit depths of K2-25b in different broad-band
filters via precision ground-based photometry, and space-
based photometry from Kepler, and Spitzer. In Figure 9, we
plot the transit depth measurements from Thao et al. (2020)
along with our transit depth measurements in the SDSS i′
and SDSS z′ bands. As our transit depth measurement pre-
sented in Table 5 assumed a single transit depth for all bands,
to measure these transit depths, we conducted two separate
transit fits using the Juliet program: first, we jointly mod-
eled our five SDSS z′ band transits, and second, we jointly
modeled our four SDSS i′ band transits. From Figure 9,
we see that our transit depths in these bands agree well with
the optical transit depth measurements in Thao et al. (2020).
However, as is seen in Figure 9, the infrared Spitzer transits
from Thao et al. (2020) are statistically smaller than the op-
tical transits. As is detailed in Thao et al. (2020), this could
potentially be due to starspots causing the transit depths to be
less deep. However, like they argue, the impact of starspots
on the transit depth in the NIR is likely lower than in the
optical. Further, no clear starspot crossing events are ob-
served in their data, the data studied in Kain et al. (2019) (al-
though Kain et al. (2019) mention a few candidate starspot
crossing events) or in the transits presented here. As con-
cluded by Thao et al. (2020), while spots can have an im-
pact on the overall transmission spectrum, it is unlikely that
starspots alone could cause the difference in the NIR transit
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Figure 9. Comparison of transit depth as a function of wavelength for K2-25b, from Thao et al. (2020) (black points) and from this work (blue
points) in the SDSS i′ and z′ bands. We further overlay two expected cloud-free transmission spectra as calculated with the pandexo tool
for our measured mass of 25M⊕ and compare that with the case using the predicted mass of 11.5M⊕ estimated using the mass-radius relation
in the Forecaster package. As expected, our higher mass increases the surface gravity of the planet, which further mutes the expected
transmission spectroscopic features.
depths. One possible explanation, as mentioned in Thao et al.
(2020) is that K2-25b has a predominantly cloudy or hazy at-
mosphere, causing a flat transmission curve as a function of
wavelength.
Thao et al. (2020) use the parametric mass-radius re-
lation from Wolfgang et al. (2016) to estimate the most
likely mass for K2-25b of M = 13M⊕, and consider dif-
ferent transmission models assuming planet surface gravi-
ties of 6m s−2, 9m s−2, and 12m s−2, corresponding to planet
masses of 8M⊕, 11.5M⊕, and 15M⊕, respectively. All of
these mass estimates are lower than our measured mass of
M = 24.5+5.7−5.2M⊕, which corresponds to a surface gravity of
g = 20.3± 4.7m s−2. As an independent test, we also pre-
dicted a mass of M = 11.5+9.1−4.8M⊕ using the mass-radius re-
lation in the Forecaster package from Chen & Kipping
(2017). In Figure 9, we compare the expected transmis-
sion spectrum as calculated with pandexo package (Batalha
et al. 2017) for both the predicted mass of 11.5M⊕, and our
measured mass of 25M⊕. As expected, we see that the trans-
mission features of K2-25b are muted in the more massive
case, as the increased mass increases the surface gravity of
the planet. This can also be seen if we calculate the Transmis-
sion Spectroscopy Metric (TSM) defined in Kempton et al.
(2018): using the predicted mass of 11.5M⊕ we obtain a
TSM=143, while if we use our mass estimate, we estimate a
lower of TSM = 66+21−14. Our larger mass measurement which
mutes the expected transmission features of K2-25b could
further help—at least partially—explain the flat transmission
features observed by Thao et al. (2020).
Despite our larger mass estimate causing the expected
transmission features to be muted, the cloud-rich or hazy at-
mosphere scenario suggested in Thao et al. (2020) is still a
likely possibility. In fact, this would conform with the rising
statistical trend that colder planets preferentially show muted
and/or flat features in their transmission spectra Crossfield &
Kreidberg (2017). However, to confidently quantify the ex-
act amplitude of the transmission features—which strongly
depend on the mass of the planet, which is now known—we
argue that additional observations with JWST will be valu-
able to further confidently rule out or confirm a flat transmis-
sion spectrum (particularly the information-rich 1−2µm re-
gion). As an example, in Figure 9, we overplot the expected
S/N of JWST/NIRISS in Single Object Slitless Spectroscopy
(SOSS) mode using the gr700xd grism after 5 transit obser-
vations binned to a resolving power of R = 50, showing that
even for our large mass of 24.5M⊕, JWST/NIRISS should
have the sensitivity to confidently discern between a clear or
cloudy atmosphere. Gaining further insights into K2-25b’s
atmosphere will be particularly valuable, as this will allow
us to put constraints on the atmospheric constituents of this
relatively young planet, giving key insights into the atmo-
spheric composition of adolescent planets and planetary at-
mospheres as a function of time. We note that Wang & Dai
(2019) suggest that young low-density ’super-puff’ planets—
planets with mean density ρ < 10−1 g/cm3—could be sus-
ceptible to extreme hydrodynamic mass loss which can carry
large numbers of small dust particles to high altitudes, which
in turn can create featureless transmission spectra. However,
with K2-25b having a bulk density of ρ = 3.3± 0.8g/cm3,
which is substantially larger than the cutoff for ’super-puff’
planets, this scenario is unlikely to be the case.
8.4. Obliquity and Orbital Alignment
Figure 10 compares the sky-projected obliquity of K2-25b
to currently available sky-projected obliquity measurements
of other planetary systems from the TEPCAT7 database
(Southworth 2011), where M-dwarfs are shaded in red and
the onset of fully-convective stars is highlighted with the
red solid line. Our obliquity constraint of K2-25b marks
the fourth obliquity constraint of an M-dwarf planet system
via the RM effect, the other being GJ 436b as measured by
Bourrier et al. (2018b), AU Mic b as measured by Addison
et al. (2020), Hirano et al. (2020a), and Palle et al. (2020),
and TRAPPIST-1 as measured by Hirano et al. (2020a). At
7 TEPCAT database: https://www.astro.keele.ac.uk/jkt/
tepcat/obliquity.html
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Figure 10. Currently available sky-projected obliquity constraints λ obtained from the TEPCAT database (Southworth 2011) as a function of
stellar effective temperature. Small planets (R < 6R⊕) are highlighted in black, and larger planets in blue. The grey area shows stellar hosts
past the Kraft-break (Kraft 1967), where stars loose their outer convective layers and become fully-radiative. M-dwarf systems are shaded in
red, with the onset of fully-convective stars shown with the red solid line. Currently only four M-dwarf planetary systems have their obliquity
measured via the RM effect: GJ 436b (Bourrier et al. 2018b), TRAPPIST-1 (Hirano et al. 2018), AU Mic b (Addison et al. 2020; Hirano et al.
2020b; Palle et al. 2020), and K2-25b (this work).
an age of 600-800 MYr, K2-25b has an intermediate age
among these systems: TRAPPIST-1 has an estimated age
of 7.6± 2.2 GYr (Burgasser & Mamajek 2017), GJ 436 an
age between 4-8 GYr (Bourrier et al. 2018b), and AU Mic
is the youngest with an age of 22 MYr. Interestingly, both
K2-25b and GJ 436b have eccentric orbits (e = 0.43± 0.05
and e = 0.1616±0.004, respectively) and are similar in size,
but they show different orbital architectures: GJ 436b ob-
served to have a misaligned orbit while K2-25b is observed to
have an aligned orbit. This could be suggestive of a different
formation and subsequent dynamical history. Bourrier et al.
(2018b) suggest that von Zeipel-Lidov-Kozai migration in-
duced by a candidate perturber could explain both GJ 436b’s
eccentricity and misaligned orbit. However, as we do not see
that K2-25b is heavily misaligned this disfavors von Zeipel-
Lidov-Kozai cycles acting on the planet. We further discuss
potential formation pathways for K2-25b in Subsection 8.6.
With only a few obliquity measurements of M-dwarf plan-
etary systems published via the RM effect, the orbital archi-
tectures of individual M-dwarf planetary systems remain rel-
atively unexplored. However, we note that statistical stud-
ies suggest that planets orbiting cooler planet hosts have or-
bits that are on average better aligned to their stellar equa-
tors than planets orbiting hotter stars. In comparing the rota-
tion distribution of Kepler Objects of Interests (KOIs) host-
ing transiting planet candidates to a control sample of sin-
gle stars without transiting planet candidates, Mazeh et al.
(2015) showed that hotter stars (Teff > 6000K) show on
average lower amplitude photometric modulations suggest-
ing a broad distribution of obliquities, while cooler KOIs
(3500K < Teff < 6000K) showed on average higher ampli-
tude modulations, suggesting well-aligned systems. This re-
sult is in broad alignment with the findings of Winn et al.
(2010a) Schlaufman (2010), and Albrecht et al. (2012), that
hotter stars (Teff > 6250K) hosting close-in gas giants show
a broad distribution of obliquities and misalignments, while
cooler stars (Teff < 6250K) tend to host well-aligned sys-
tems. We note that neither of these studies encompassed
mid-to-late M-dwarfs. In general, across the M-dwarf spec-
tral type—and especially for mid-to-late M-dwarfs—the oc-
currence of gas giants is lower than seen around FGK
stars (Johnson et al. 2010; Dressing & Charbonneau 2015;
Hardegree-Ullman et al. 2019). By further studying the or-
bital architectures of M-dwarf systems, which have a lower
occurrence of massive planets, we can gain further insights
into the role massive planets play in sculpting the orbital
architectures across different exoplanet host stars. The ad-
vent of precise NIR spectrographs, such as HPF (Mahade-
van et al. 2012, 2014), the Infrared Doppler Instrument (IRD;
Kotani et al. 2018), CARMENES (Quirrenbach et al. 2018),
SPIROU (Artigau et al. 2014), NIRPS (Wildi et al. 2017),
GIANO-B (Claudi et al. 2018), and red-optical spectrographs
on large telescopes such as MAROON-X (Seifahrt et al.
2016), ESPRESSO (Pepe 2018), and KPF (Gibson et al.
2016), is opening the doors to the ensemble study of obliqui-
ties of M-dwarfs.
8.5. Search for Additional non-transiting Planets in the
HPF RVs
To place an upper limit on a potentially non-transiting sec-
ond planet in the system, we performed an additional two-
planet RV fit of the HPF RVs using juliet. As there is
no obvious signs of another transiting planet in the system
in the K2 data, we only considered the HPF RVs for this fit.
We assumed a two planet model along with a quasi-periodic
Gaussian Process to account for correlated noise due to stel-
lar activity at the known rotation period of the star. We placed
Gaussian priors on the orbital parameters of K2-25b derived
from the joint fit of the RVs and the photometry, and used
the same priors we placed on the Gaussian Process hyperpa-
rameters as listed in Table 4 for fits RV1 and RV2. For the
hypothetical planet c, we placed broad priors on the period
(Jeffreys prior from 0.5days to 50days), time of conjunction
(modeled as a transit midpoint uniform from 50days before
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the first RV point to 50days after the last RV point), eccen-
tricity (uniform from 0 to 0.95), argument of periastron (uni-
form prior from 0◦ to 360◦), and RV semi-amplitude (uni-
form from 0 to 500m/s). To check for evidence of a long-
term slope, we also added a radial velocity slope with broad
uniform priors.
Figure 11 shows the constraint on the orbital period and
mass (msin i) of the hypothetical planet c. From this, we
see that no obvious preferred solution is found. From the
posteriors, we place an upper limit on the mass of a possi-
ble secondary planet of msin i < 82M⊕ at 99.7% confidence
(3σ) for periods between 0.5days to 50days. The red curve
in Figure 11 shows a running 99.7% upper limit on the mass
as a function of period for smaller period bins. We further
note that our constraint on an additional radial velocity slope
is consistent with zero slope within the 1σ uncertainties. We
additionally compared the log-evidence values we obtained
from our juliet fit for the 2-planet model (2 planets, a GP
to account for stellar activity, and an RV slope), to a null
model assuming only K2-25b in the system (1 planet and GP
to account for stellar activity). In doing so, the two planet
model had a log-evidence value of ln(Z) = −183.7± 0.5,
while the null one planet model had a log-evidence value of
ln(Z) = −170.6± 0.1, where we have reported the mean and
standard deviation of 6 independent runs of each model to
get an accurate estimate of the spread in log-evidence values.
We see that the one planet model is statistically favored with
a higher evidence of ∆ ln(Z) = 13.1. With the current RV
data in hand, we rule out massive companions with masses
msin i > 82M⊕ at 99.7% confidence with periods between
0.5 and 50 days, and conclude that we do not have sufficient
evidence to claim another small short period planet in the
system.
8.6. Formation and Subsequent Evolution
From our detailed constraints of K2-25b’s planetary prop-
erties, including constraints on its mass, eccentricity, volatile
content, and obliquity of the host star, allows us to put infor-
mative constraints on potential formation scenarios, which
we discuss below.
8.6.1. Potential Formation Scenarios
In the core accretion model of planet formation, plan-
etesimals collide to form protoplanetary cores, which then
attract a gaseous envelope (e.g., Bodenheimer & Pollack
1986; Pollack et al. 1996). If the planet core becomes suffi-
ciently massive—after reaching a critical mass Mcrit—before
the gaseous protoplanetary disk dissipates, the protoplane-
tary core can enter a phase of runaway gas accretion where
the planet attracts a massive gaseous envelope. Although the
critical core mass is typically quoted as 10 Earth masses,
it can vary by orders of magnitude depending on the disk
conditions and planetesimal accretion rate (see e.g., Rafikov
2006). The gaseous envelope is accreted onto the planetary
core from the gaseous component of the protoplanetary disk,
which only remains present for a few million years around
young stars (Williams & Cieza 2011; Ribas et al. 2015), sug-
gesting that core formation must happen within this time-
frame. However, traditional core accretion models suffer
Figure 11. Posterior constraints on a hypothetical non-transiting
planet c in the HPF RVs in mass (mc sin i) and orbital period (Pc)
space. We see no obvious evidence for another massive planet in
the HPF RVs given the broad posterior constraints. The red curve
shows a running 99.7% percentile upper limit (3σ) on the mass as
a function of period. Across the full period range considered, we
use the posteriors to place an upper mass limit of 82M⊕ at 99.7%
confidence for periods between 0.5 and 50days.
from predicting formation timescales for gaseous planets that
are much larger than the disk dissipation timescale (Dodson-
Robinson et al. 2009; Rafikov 2011).
In the pebble accretion model of planet formation, small
millimeter to centimeter sized pebbles accrete onto a plane-
tary core (Lambrechts & Johansen 2012; Lambrechts et al.
2014; Lambrechts & Lega 2017). These pebbles are
marginally coupled to the nebular gas on orbital timescales,
creating sufficient gas drag to enable efficient core formation
possible within the disk-dissipation timescale even at large
orbital separations (Lambrechts & Johansen 2012). The peb-
ble accretion model predicts that pebble accretion terminates
when the planet reaches the ’pebble isolation mass’, Miso,
the mass when the gravity of the core is strong enough to
open a gap in the disk that hinders further accretion of peb-
bles (Lambrechts et al. 2014). If the pebble isolation mass is
greater than the critical core mass and the critical core mass
is reached before the disk dissipates of gas, the massive core
can rapidly accrete gas to form a gas giant. However, if the
pebble isolation mass is not reached and/or if it is reached
after most of the disk dissipated and/or it is below the criti-
cal core mass, the planet core consists primarily of accreted
icy pebbles with a minimal H/He atmosphere. Although the
exact value of the pebble isolation mass depends strongly on
a number of uncertain disk properties including the aspect
ratio, viscosity, local disk structure, and the pebble size, the
pebble isolation mass for solar-type stars at 5 AU has been es-
timated to be 10−20M⊕ (Lambrechts et al. 2014), although
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larger values are also possible depending on the assumed disk
properties (see e.g., Bitsch et al. 2018). The pebble isolation
mass increases with the orbital semi-major axis proportional
to a3/4 (Lambrechts et al. 2014), where a is the semi-major
axis of the planetary core. This suggests that planets with
massive dense cores can not form too close to the host star
where the pebble isolation mass is smaller. Further, the peb-
ble isolation mass is expected to decrease for less massive
later-type stars according to the following formula from Liu
et al. (2019),
Miso = 25
(
M∗
1M
)4/3
M⊕, (8)
where M∗ is the mass of the host star, and assuming that the
planet reaches the isolation mass at the ice-line distance. As-
suming K2-25b formed at the ice-line and subsequently mi-
grated further in, we calculate an expected isolation mass of
∼5M⊕.
At its currently observed mass of 24.5M⊕ with a thin 5%
H/He envelope, K2-25b is nominally at odds with the pre-
dictions of the core-accretion and pebble-accretion models
if it reached its final mass during the full gas disk stage be-
yond the ice line under certain disk conditions and assumed
planetesimal accretion rates. From the core-accretion model,
at its currently observed mass we would have predicted K2-
25b to have experienced runaway gas accretion and to have
formed a gas giant, while we instead infer today only a thin
H/He envelope of ∼5%. From the viewpoint of the pebble-
accretion model, we would expect that K2-25b would have
reached a nominal maximum core mass mass that is closer to
the isolation mass of ∼ 5M⊕ that we estimated from Equa-
tion 8 if it formed beyond the ice line. We again acknowledge
that that the exact value of the pebble isolation mass is uncer-
tain as it depends strongly on a number of gas disk properties
for K2-25b which are not well known.
To arrive at the presently observed mass, and to explain
K2-25b’s low inferred H/He content and moderate eccentric-
ity, a possible scenario is that K2-25b grew its mass through
the merging of planetary cores. The merging of icy cores
has been postulated to explain the observed bimodality in the
mass distribution of Neptunes between 2-4R⊕ (Zeng et al.
2019). Although collisional growth could happen at K2-
25b’s current orbital location after e.g., in-situ formation or
disk-driven migration, exciting the planet’s current high ec-
centricity could be more easily excited at larger orbital dis-
tances (we discuss its high eccentricity and migration path-
ways further below). If the seed cores were composed pri-
marily of water ices, Marcus et al. (2010) show that the col-
lisions of two icy cores tend to stick yielding a final core of
doubled mass. During collisions, it is possible that substan-
tial fractions of H/He envelopes get stripped away (see e.g.,
Inamdar & Schlichting 2015, applicable for masses lower
than Neptune), which could mean its atmospheric fraction
was somewhat higher in the past (though still not a gas gi-
ant).
Lastly, a possible scenario is that K2-25b formed in-situ
close to its current observed orbit close to the host-star (e.g.,
Batygin et al. 2016), followed by dynamical interactions to
explain its current eccentricity. In-situ formation has been
shown to be able to describe the observed compositional and
orbital diversity of super-Earths and mini-Neptunes through
inherent variations in the initial formation conditions in the
disk (MacDonald et al. 2020). To avoid runaway accretion in
an in-situ formation scenario, as Lee et al. (2014); MacDon-
ald et al. (2020) and others have argued, the accretion could
happen at a later stage when the disk is partially depleted,
then grow through giant impacts, and accrete a gaseous en-
velope in a depleted nebula. However, a challenge for this
formation scenario is that in-situ formation generally pre-
dicts eccentricities that are lower than K2-25b’s currently ob-
served eccentricity (see e.g., MacDonald et al. 2020).
8.6.2. Potential migration histories and eccentricity
From the viewpoint of core and/or pebble-accretion, it is
possible that K2-25b formed at large orbital distances where
these models predict the creation of more massive planetary
cores which later collided together to assemble a more mas-
sive planet. If K2-25b formed further out, then K2-25b must
have needed to migrate closer to the star to arrive at its cur-
rent short P = 3.48day orbit with its moderate eccentricity
of e = 0.428. As such, K2-25b could still be in the process
of migrating to an even shorter orbit through tidal migration
and could represent a precursor of hot Neptunes seen around
older stars. There are two major possibilities for migration of
K2-25b: disk-driven migration, and high-eccentricity migra-
tion.
Disk-driven migration (see e.g., Kley & Nelson 2012, and
references therein) relies on the exchange of angular momen-
tum between the disk and the planet through mutual grav-
itational interactions within the plane of the disk. These
interactions tend to migrate planets from long period or-
bits to shorter period orbits while damping eccentricities and
thus resulting in circular orbits within the timescale of disk-
dissipation (Kley & Nelson 2012). Therefore, to explain K2-
25b’s current moderate eccentricity, a round of dynamical in-
teractions would be needed. However, K2-25b’s eccentricity
is much larger than we expect from eccentricity excitation
following migration (Petrovich et al. 2014).
Another possible scenario is that K2-25b arrived at its
present orbit via high-eccentricity migration, a process which
appears to be the dominant process for generating short-
period giant planets (Dawson & Johnson 2018), and has
been used to explain the migration process for most observed
warm giants with e> 0.4 (Petrovich & Tremaine 2016). High
eccentricity migration can often be approximated as a two
step process: reducing the planet’s orbital angular momen-
tum, and then reducing its energy (Dawson & Johnson 2018).
During the first step, a perturber extract orbital angular mo-
mentum from the planet by perturbing it into a highly ellip-
tical orbit. In the second step, the planet tidally dissipates
its orbital energy through interactions with the central star.
If so, what originally excited K2-25b’s eccentricity? Sev-
eral theories have been proposed to explain the original ex-
citation of eccentricities, including planet-planet scattering
and/or merging events (Rasio & Ford 1996; Chatterjee et al.
2008; Juric´ & Tremaine 2008), secular chaos (Wu & Lith-
wick 2011), and stellar flybys (e.g., Kaib et al. 2013). Addi-
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Figure 12. Eccentricity as a function of orbital period for known exoplanet systems: grey points show known non-transiting systems, and the
blue points show known transiting planets. The blue region shows the region where scattering tends to leads to eccentricity excitation rather
than collisions (calculated assuming K2-25b’s current mass of 25M⊕). Seed planetary cores could have formed at these orbital distances, and
then scattered through gravitational interactions to a high eccentricity orbit. Subsequently, K2-25b could have migrated closer to its host star
via tidal interactions, arriving at its current orbit. The red curve shows the track of constant angular momentum for K2-25b, showing a possible
migration pathway. Only systems with eccentricity errors less than < 0.1 are shown.
tionally, secular interactions—e.g., via the von Zeipel-Lidov-
Kozai mechanism from a widely separated perturber (Naoz
2016; Ito & Ohtsuka 2019), or coplanar secular interactions
(Petrovich 2015)—can trigger high eccentricity migration.
However, significant spin-orbit misalignment and retrograde
motion can result from the von Zeipel-Lidov-Kozai mecha-
nism (e.g., Storch et al. 2017; Bourrier et al. 2018b). There-
fore, to explain the observed low obliquity of K2-25b, we ar-
gue that this mechanism is less likely the cause for K2-25b’s
moderate eccentricity. Instead, to explain K2-25’s low in-
ferred obliquity, planet-planet scattering events and/or copla-
nar secular interactions are more likely mechanisms as they
can produce systems with high eccentricities but low inclina-
tions (see e.g., Chatterjee et al. 2008; Petrovich et al. 2014;
Petrovich 2015).
Figure 12 compares the orbital eccentricities of exoplan-
ets as a function of orbital period8, showing that K2-25b
is among select few planets with moderate eccentricities
(e > 0.4) at short orbital periods (< 10days). The region to
the right of the grey curve in Figure 12 is the region where
planet-planet scattering can take place to excite eccentrici-
ties, and not preferentially cause collisions9. As discussed
above, a possible formation scenario for K2-25b is that ini-
tial planet seed cores at the isolation mass formed via pebble
accretion at long orbital periods, which then scattered via dy-
namical interactions to high eccentricities. These highly ec-
centric orbits then potentially led to orbit crossings and sub-
sequent collisions resulting in the dense planet we see today,
which could then be currently migrating towards a shorter
circular orbit through tidal interactions with the star. Figure
8 Data obtained from the NASA Exoplanet Archive (Akeson et al. 2013).
9 Calculated assuming K2-25b’s current mass of∼ 25M⊕ using Equation
10 in (Dawson & Johnson 2018) which compares the escape velocity of the
planet’s surface to the escape velocity from the star at the planet’s semi-
major axis.
12 highlights a nominal migration track assuming a track of
constant angular momentum. Extrapolating this track sug-
gests a fully circularized orbit with a period of ∼2.5 days
(see Figure 12).
Using tidal dissipation theory, we can gain further insight
into the plausibility of this formation scenario. Tidal dissi-
pation mechanisms vary strongly with the internal structure
of the planet (Goldreich & Soter 1966; Guenel et al. 2014),
with higher tidal quality factors Q seen for the gas giant plan-
ets than the denser rocky planets in the solar system (Goldre-
ich & Soter 1966)10. Using the equations in Jackson et al.
(2009), Kain et al. (2019) estimate a circularization timescale
of 410 MYr for K2-25b, assuming a modified tidal quality
factor11 of Q′∗ = 10
5 for the host star, and Q′p = 5× 104 for
K2-25b which they selected based on Neptune’s most likely
Q′p value from Zhang & Hamilton (2008). As further noted
by Kain et al. (2019), the exact value of the tidal circulariza-
tion timescale for K2-25b scales directly with Q′p. Assum-
ing the same tidal quality factors for the planet and the star
as Kain et al. (2019), but using the planetary mass, radius,
and a/R∗ values derived in this work, we estimate a circu-
larization timescale of 306 MYr, which is slightly lower but
broadly consistent with their value. We formally require a
tidal quality factor of Q′p > 1× 105 to achieve a tidal circu-
larization timescale consistent with or longer than the age of
the K2-25 system (650-800MYr). If the tidal quality factor
of K2-25b is indeed Q′p = 1× 105 or larger, this could ex-
plain the moderate eccentricity of K2-25b we observe today,
suggesting that at its current age of 650-800 MYr, K2-25b
has not had sufficient time to circularize its orbit. Although
10 The tidal quality factor Q is a factor quantifying the degree of tidal dis-
sipation in gravitational systems and is inversely proportional to the degree
of dissipation.
11 The modified tidal quality factor Q′ is defined as 3Q/2k2, where k2 is
the Love number of degree 2 (Goldreich & Soter 1966) for the system.
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larger than Neptune’s quality factor, we note that it has been
hypothesized that the interior structures of close-in Neptune-
sized planets may differ from those of the more distant ice gi-
ants in our solar system; in particular, Morley et al. (2017) re-
ported a high dissipation factor for GJ 436b of Q′p = 10
5−106,
which has been theorized to help explain the moderate eccen-
tricity e = 0.16 observed for GJ 436b.
If however, we assume a lower tidal quality of Q′p = 5×
103—a representative tidal quality factor between the tidal
quality factors of the rocky planets and the gas giants in
the Solar system (Goldreich & Soter 1966)—we obtain a
circularization timescale of 30 MYr, which is substantially
shorter than the age of the system (650-800 MYr). If the
tidal quality factor is indeed this low, K2-25b would likely
require additional ongoing eccentricity excitation to account
for its currently observed moderate eccentricity. Although
ongoing eccentricity excitation via Kozai-Lidov cycles is less
likely given the low measured obliquity, coplanar secular
excitation—as has been explored by Batygin et al. (2009) to
account for the moderate eccentricity of GJ 436 b—is a pos-
sibility. However, as is discussed in Section 8.5, we do not
see any clear evidence for a second massive planetary com-
panion in the HPF RVs, although more precision RVs are
needed to confidently rule out the presence of smaller plan-
ets that could be present. Another more fine-tuned possibility
that we can not rule out from the available data, is that K2-
25b was only recently (around 30 MYr ago) excited to an
eccentric orbit far from the star, and could then still be in the
process of circularizing its orbit.
With a single transiting planet seen in the K2 data, K2-
25b is consistent with the trend observed in Van Eylen et al.
(2019), that single transiting planets tend to have higher ec-
centricities than planets in systems with multiple transiting
planets, and the trend that Dong et al. (2018) observed that
hot-Neptunes—planets with 2 − 6R⊕ and an orbital period
P < 10days—are most commonly found in single transit-
ing systems. Further, Petigura et al. (2017) note that more
massive sub-Saturns tend to have moderately eccentric orbits
and orbit stars without other detected planets. By detecting
more young Neptune-sized systems, we can compare their
observed properties (e.g., eccentricities and obliquities), and
compare them to the predictions from different formation and
migration mechanisms to start to establish a clearer picture
on how short period Neptune-sized planets originate.
8.7. Independent Analysis of K2-25b by IRD
During the preparation of this manuscript, we became
aware that Gaidos et al. 2020 (submitted) performed a com-
plimentary analysis of the K2-25b system to constrain its
obliquity using the Infrared Doppler Instrument (IRD) on
the 8.2m Subaru Telescope. Although the submissions of
these complementary studies were coordinated between the
groups, the data analyses and interpretations were performed
independently.
9. SUMMARY
We present the first mass and obliquity constraint for the
young Neptune-sized planet K2-25b orbiting its M4.5-dwarf
host star in the Hyades cluster. Given its known age and well
characterized orbital parameters, K2-25b is a benchmark sys-
tem to study M-dwarf planet formation and subsequent dy-
namics, giving us further insights into the formation and mi-
gration mechanisms that produce other hot Neptune exoplan-
ets.
To characterize the planet properties, we jointly fit the
available K2 photometry along with precision diffuser-
assisted ground-based photometry obtained with the Engi-
neered Diffuser on the ARCTIC imager on the 3.5m tele-
scope at Apache Point Observatory and the newly installed
Engineered Diffuser on the Half-Degree Imager (HDI) on
the 0.9m WIYN Telescope at Kitt Peak Observatory, along
with precision out-of-transit NIR RVs from the Habitable-
zone Planet Finder (HPF) spectrograph at the 10m Hobby-
Eberly Telescope (HET) at McDonald Observatory. We see
clear evidence for starspot activity in both the K2 data, and
the HPF RVs and associated activity indicators. Jointly fitting
the available photometry and RVs suggests a best-fit radius
of R = 3.44± 0.12R⊕, an eccentric orbit of e = 0.41± 0.05,
and a mass of M = 24.5+5.7−5.2 M⊕. We tested the robustness
of our HPF mass measurement by conducting injection-and-
recovery tests in synthetic RV streams. Using our radius and
mass constraints, and assuming a two-component composi-
tion model of a rocky core enshrouded by a thin H/He enve-
lope, we obtain a H/He envelope mass fraction of 5%. No ob-
vious long-period massive companion is detected in the HPF
RV data and continued precise RV monitoring is required to
confidently detect or exclude such a companion.
To constrain the obliquity of the system, we present three
Rossiter-McLaughlin effect observations of K2-25b obtained
with HPF, yielding a sky-projected obliquity constraint of λ =
3± 16◦. Using our constraint for the stellar inclination de-
rived from the stellar radius and our vsin i∗ = 8.8±0.6km/s
constraint from the high resolution HPF spectra, we obtain a
true 3D obliquity of ψ = 17+11◦−8 . Our obliquity and eccentric-
ity constraints paints a picture of a well-aligned, but eccentric
system.
With precisely determined age and orbital parameters, we
discuss a few possible formation scenarios for K2-25b. If
K2-25b reached its current mass during the gas disk phase
beyond the ice line, K2-25b would be at odds with the predic-
tions of core and pebble-accretion models—with certain as-
sumptions about the disk properties and planetesimal accre-
tion luminosity—as those models predict that K2-25b should
have experienced runaway gas accretion resulting in a gas gi-
ant planet. To explain its currently observed mass, we sur-
mise that K2-25b could be the product of planet merging
events of smaller planetary cores to produce a more massive
planet. Such a dynamical environment could have excited
K2-25b into an eccentric orbit, and K2-25b could be in the
process of migrating to a shorter period orbit through tidal
interactions with the host star. To explain K2-25b’s current
moderate eccentricity from tidal circularization theory, we
place a lower limit on the tidal quality factor of Q′p ∼ 105,
corresponding to a circularization timescale consistent with
the age of the system. This tidal quality factor is higher than
the tidal quality factor for Neptune, which suggest that K2-
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25b’s internal structure could be different than that of the
small gas-giants (Uranus, Neptune) in the Solar System.
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APPENDIX
A. CALCIUM INFRARED TRIPLET LINE POSITIONS
Table A1 lists the line index positions used to measure the Ca II IRT indices in the HPF spectra.
Table A1. Line index positions used for Ca II IRT activity indicators. Wavelengths are given in vacuum wavelengths.
Line # Description Start & End Wavelengths [Å]
1 Line Center [8499.930, 8500.780]
1 Left Reference Region [8493.200, 8495.467]
1 Right Reference Region [8505.202, 8507.472]
2 Line Center [8544.009, 8544.864]
2 Left Reference Region [8535.887, 8538.737]
2 Right Reference Region [8551.562, 8554.412]
3 Line Center [8664.086, 8664.953]
3 Left Reference Region [8657.294, 8660.184]
3 Right Reference Region [8670.300, 8673.190]
B. INJECTION AND RECOVERY TESTS
Table B2, and Figures B1, and B2 summarize the results from our two series (Tests I and II) of synthetic injection and recovery
tests. The methodology is further described in Section 6.4. Figures B1, and B2, show that the injected Keplerian parameters are
consistently accurately recovered.
Table B2. Summary of injected parameters for both series of tests considered. The results from the injection and recovery test are summarized
in Figures B1 and B2. N (m,σ) denotes a normal prior with mean m, and standard deviation σ; U(a,b) denotes a uniform prior with a start
value a and end value b, J (a,b) denotes a Jeffreys prior with a start value a and end value b.
Parameter Description Prior Value: Test 1 Value: Test 2
Keplerian Parameters:
P (days) Orbital period N (3.484548,0.000042) 3.48456424
TC Transit Midpoint - 2400000 (BJDTDB) U(58515.63,58515.66) 58515.642096
e Eccentricity U(0,0.95) 0.43
ω Argument of Periastron U(0,360) 195
K RV semi-amplitude (m/s) U(0,200) 34
GP Hyperparameters:
PGP GP Period (days) N (1.8784,0.005) 1.88178
σGP RV GP Amplitude (m/s) U(101,105) 42 64.6
ΓGP Harmonic structure / scaling parameter N (8.0,1.9) 7.4
αGP Inverse length scale (days−2) J (10−12,10−3) 3.8×10−9
Other HPF Parameters:
σw HPF white noise RV jitter (m/s) J (0.1,300) 1.5
µHPF HPF RV offset (m/s) U(−200,200) 0
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Figure B1. Injection and Recovery Test I: results of 200 injection and recovery tests in synthetic HPF RV streams. The panels show the
distribution of the means of individual posteriors. The known injected values are highlighted with the blue lines. The distribution of mean
values agree well with the known values. Plot generated using corner.py (Foreman-Mackey 2016).
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Figure B2. Posteriors (black curves, 200 each) of the GP amplitude σGP, the radial velocity semi-amplitude K, and eccentricity e, after two
series of 200 injection and recovery tests in the HPF out-of-transit RVs. True values for σGP, K, and e, are indicated by the blue lines. The
first test (Test I; top panels) set σGP = 42m/s, K = 34m/s and e = 0.43 similar to the nominal median expected values from fit RV2. The true
value of the semi-amplitude is within the 68% and 95% credible intervals in 80% and 99.7% of the cases, respectively. The second test (Test
II; bottom panels) assumed that σGP = 64.6m/s, or at the 95th quantile value from fit RV2, while keeping the other parameters the same. Even
with the higher assumed correlated noise, the true value of the semi-amplitude is still reliably recovered at a high coverage probability: the true
value of the semi-amplitude is within the 68% and 95% credible intervals in 75% and 97% of the cases, respectively.
C. HPF RADIAL VELOCITIES
C.1. Out of transit
Table C3 lists the RVs from HPF used for the mass measurement of K2-25b, along with associated stellar activity indicators.
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Table C3. Out-of-transit RVs from HPF along with the differential line width (dLW), chromatic index (CRX), and the line indices for the three
Ca II IRT triplet lines (Ca II IRT 1, 2 and 3), along with associated errors.
BJD RV [m s−1] dLW [m2 s−2] CRX [m s−1 Np−1] Ca II IRT 1 Ca II IRT 2 Ca II IRT 3
2458424.95976 29.8±15.6 288.7±74.2 88.1±233.7 0.878±0.005 0.790±0.006 0.662±0.005
2458425.74905 −90.6±35.6 312.2±170.0 −1649.2±478.6 1.097±0.014 0.931±0.017 0.828±0.013
2458429.93716 39.5±16.8 64.9±80.0 −445.4±209.2 0.930±0.006 0.826±0.007 0.703±0.005
2458433.92567 44.7±38.0 311.3±180.5 1049.5±630.4 0.854±0.012 0.764±0.016 0.685±0.012
2458436.91691 −56.8±23.9 −266.8±114.7 −145.4±332.6 0.975±0.008 0.871±0.010 0.708±0.008
2458437.90840 18.0±17.3 88.2±82.9 317.4±224.3 1.045±0.006 0.926±0.008 0.776±0.006
2458439.91091 −5.9±21.2 301.2±101.1 174.7±394.9 0.908±0.007 0.801±0.009 0.686±0.007
2458441.89899 62.8±22.3 176.8±106.5 −132.8±183.3 0.893±0.007 0.784±0.009 0.668±0.007
2458442.89348 −28.7±29.1 123.3±139.4 437.9±522.9 0.988±0.010 0.882±0.012 0.760±0.009
2458443.71423 38.9±24.4 296.1±116.1 19.8±352.8 0.908±0.007 0.810±0.009 0.712±0.007
2458444.71135 39.9±19.6 −315.5±94.6 34.1±181.4 0.946±0.006 0.844±0.008 0.720±0.006
2458449.88697 −80.4±22.3 169.7±107.3 −236.0±321.6 0.970±0.007 0.876±0.009 0.761±0.007
2458451.68266 −19.1±28.1 319.9±134.9 387.9±453.2 0.900±0.009 0.859±0.012 0.713±0.009
2458473.80425 −4.4±42.5 1752.3±196.0 178.1±669.2 0.893±0.015 0.762±0.019 0.644±0.014
2458480.80404 21.5±52.9 43.1±252.9 127.4±632.2 0.860±0.020 0.744±0.027 0.635±0.021
2458487.78924 −153.6±44.8 −523.5±218.1 137.8±710.1 0.891±0.017 0.718±0.024 0.640±0.017
2458546.61407 1.0±33.4 −390.2±162.4 434.9±462.0 0.895±0.010 0.829±0.013 0.677±0.010
2458549.60481 15.6±28.0 473.1±134.3 −178.2±444.0 0.885±0.008 0.825±0.011 0.684±0.008
2458741.89127 −36.4±37.6 −179.1±180.4 −55.6±587.0 0.907±0.012 0.831±0.017 0.708±0.012
2458744.87566 11.1±31.4 −48.3±149.9 −1098.4±405.1 1.040±0.011 0.960±0.014 0.823±0.010
2458752.85672 −43.7±31.5 393.2±149.1 −267.1±441.1 1.030±0.011 0.907±0.015 0.803±0.011
2458804.90940 −107.8±41.2 486.7±196.0 1583.8±570.3 0.902±0.014 0.801±0.018 0.667±0.014
2458805.71647 −117.9±28.5 433.8±135.7 −1673.7±264.1 0.874±0.010 0.753±0.013 0.674±0.010
2458808.70580 7.6±23.4 −300.2±112.8 64.8±464.9 0.946±0.008 0.889±0.011 0.726±0.008
2458808.90127 31.0±22.0 −61.7±105.8 −96.6±260.6 1.024±0.008 0.921±0.010 0.775±0.007
2458811.88979 28.6±30.4 −132.5±146.7 −412.6±421.3 0.918±0.010 0.859±0.013 0.708±0.010
2458824.66447 −97.2±44.0 722.8±209.6 247.7±747.0 0.907±0.015 0.797±0.020 0.677±0.015
2458825.66903 32.9±55.7 −289.9±271.4 365.9±792.5 0.939±0.018 0.878±0.024 0.757±0.018
2458832.64612 58.1±35.4 −230.3±172.1 738.2±645.5 0.899±0.011 0.792±0.015 0.692±0.012
2458849.59344 39.7±54.1 254.3±256.9 616.0±873.0 0.907±0.017 0.774±0.021 0.714±0.017
2458849.77940 41.6±32.7 −606.0±158.7 661.1±496.7 0.924±0.010 0.817±0.013 0.683±0.010
2458852.77670 −61.7±27.8 271.2±132.7 −400.7±457.1 0.901±0.008 0.821±0.011 0.675±0.008
C.2. In transit
Table C4 lists the RVs from HPF used for the RM effect analysis. These RVs had an exposure time of 300s.
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Table C4. In-transit RVs from HPF.
Time (BJDTDB) RV (m/s) RV Error (m/s) S/N Transit #
2458473.798377 21.502 92.473 31.5 1
2458473.802296 -99.316 85.383 32.9 1
2458473.806148 32.915 87.976 33.0 1
2458473.810188 25.879 76.650 36.0 1
2458473.814183 58.845 68.489 38.9 1
2458473.818066 22.483 81.288 35.4 1
2458473.822004 -29.955 70.497 38.1 1
2458473.825933 -107.874 82.864 33.7 1
2458473.829840 10.968 101.494 28.8 1
2458473.833884 5.058 112.039 26.2 1
2458473.837847 -5.540 111.578 26.1 1
2458480.779096 93.172 81.592 32.5 2
2458480.783031 84.061 74.764 35.2 2
2458480.786978 289.359 70.453 36.9 2
2458480.790926 118.139 59.718 42.5 2
2458480.794850 147.978 61.526 41.0 2
2458480.798729 -91.458 63.679 40.3 2
2458480.802696 -89.542 72.040 36.7 2
2458480.806659 -88.708 71.505 36.4 2
2458480.810610 82.751 78.649 34.5 2
2458480.814557 -30.039 93.241 29.1 2
2458480.818470 -30.570 103.872 27.2 2
2458487.763970 -32.264 92.523 29.1 3
2458487.767653 -108.714 72.947 35.5 3
2458487.771528 -163.954 69.931 37.3 3
2458487.775525 -131.220 67.386 38.7 3
2458487.779335 -91.287 66.037 38.8 3
2458487.783313 -202.220 74.173 35.5 3
2458487.787296 -203.813 88.859 30.1 3
2458487.791204 -20.690 97.731 28.4 3
2458487.795138 -138.737 108.448 25.3 3
